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ta1e of California
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

May 31, 1990
TO: All County Clerks/Registrar of Voters (90108)

Pursuant to Section 3523 of the Elections Code, I hereby certify that on May 31, 1990, the certificates received from
the County Clerks or Registrars of Voters by the Secretary of State established that the Initiative Statute,
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. PUBLIC HEALTH. BONDS., has been signed by the requisite number of qualified
electors needed to declare the petition sufficient. The NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. PUBLIC HEALTII.
BONDS. INITIATIVE STATUTE. is therefore, qualified for the November 6, 1990 General Election.
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. PUBLIC HEALTH. BONDS. INITIATIVE STATUTE. Requires
regulation of pesticide use to protect food and agricultural worker safety. Phases out use on food
of pesticides known to cause cancer or reproductive harm, chemicals that potentially deplete ozone.
Requires reduced emissions of gases contributing to global warming. Limits oil, gas extraction within
bay, estuarine and ocean waters. Requires oil spill prevention, contingency plans. Creates
prevention, response fund from fees on oil deliveries. Establishes water quality criteria, monitoring
plans. Creates elective office of Environmental Advocate. Appropriates $40,000,000 for
environmental research. Authorizes $300,000,000 general obligation bonds for ancient redwoods
acquisition, forestry projects. Summary of estimate of Legislative Analyst and Director of Finance
of fiscal impact on state and local governments: State costs of $300 million in bond principal, $235
million in projected bond interest for acquisition of ancient redwood stands and forestry grant
projects. Unknown loss of state and local revenues resulting from acquisition of ancient redwood
stands. One time cost of $17 million and annual costs of $40 to $70 million to state agencies to
administer pesticide, air emission, marine resources and other required programs. One time state
appropriation of $750,000 for elected Environmental Advocate and $40 million for environmental
research programs. Approximately $360 million in revenues to the Oil Spill Prevention and Response
Fund by 1996-97; unknown additional revenues from potential penalty assessments. Indefinite
deferral of potentially over $2 billion in future state oil and gas revenues resulting from limits on oil
and gas leases in marine waters. Unknown costs and revenue losses to state and local governments
if measure changes energy costs and gasoline consumption. Unknown costs to state and local
governments if reduced pesticide usage creates higher food costs.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto
set my hand and affIX the
Great Seal of the State of
California this 31st day of
May, 1990.

MARCH FONG EU
Secretary of State

State 0/ California
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

JOHN K. VAN DE ](AMP
Attorney General

ISIS K STREET, SUITE Sl1
"
P. a BOX 944255
SACRAMENTO 94244-2550

(916) 44S-9SSS

November 28, 1989

(916) 324-5508

Tom Hayden
316 Alta Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90402

Bob Mulholland
1814 Broadway Street
Chico, CA 95928

Lloyd Connelly
4525 T Street
Sacramento, CA 95819

Michael Picker
2700 H Street
Sacramento, CA 95816

Albert H. Meyerhoff
c/o National Resource Defense
Council
90 New Montgomery Street
Suite 620
San Francisco, CA 94105

Car 1 "Pope
1213 Francisco Street
Berkeley, CA 94702
"0

John K. Van de Kamp
801 South San Rafael Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91105

Dear Gentlemen:
Initiative Title and Summary
Subject: NATURAL ENVIRONMENT.
INITIATIVE STATUTE.
Our File No. SA 89 RF 0024

PUBLIC HEALTH.

BONDS.

Pursuant to your request, we have prepared the attached title and
summary of the chief purposes and points of the above-identified
proposed initiative. A copy of our letter to the Secretary of
State, as required by Elections Code sections 3503 and 3513, our
declaration of mailing, and the text of your proposal that was
considered is attached.
The Secretary of State will be sending you shortly a copy of the
circulating and filing schedule for your proposal that will be
issued by that office.
Please send us a copy of the petition after you have it printed.
This copy is not for our review or approval, but to supplement
our file in this matter.
Very truly yours,
JOHN K. VAN DE KAMP
Attorney~Gejf~al

~

~~
MARY

~TCOMB

Initi;iive Coordinator
MW:jh
Enclosures

DECLARATION OF MAILING
The undersigned Declarant states as follows:
I am over the age of 18 years and not a proponent of
the within matter; my place of employment and business address is
1515 K Street, Suite 511, Sacramento, California 95814.
On the date shown below, I mailed a copy or copies of
the attached letter to the proponents, by placing a true copy
thereof in an envelope addressed to the proponents named below at
the addresses indicated, and by sealing and depositing said
envelope or envelopes in the United States mail at Sacramento,
California, with postage prepaid. There is delivery service by
United States mail at each of the places so addressed, or there
is regular communication by mail between the place of mailing and
each of the places so addressed.
Date of Mailing:
Subject:

November 28, 1989

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT.
INITIATIVE STATUTE.

Our File No ..:

PUBLIC HEALTH.

BONDS.

SA 89 RF 0024

Name of Proponents and Addresses:
Tom Hayden
316 Alta Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90402

Bob Mulholland
1814 Broadway Street
Chico, CA 95928

Lloyd Connelly
4525 T Street
Sacramento, CA 95819

Michael Picker
2700 H Street
Sacramento, CA 95816

Albert H. Meyerhoff
c/o National Resource Defense
Council
90 New Montgomery Street
Suite 620
San Francisco, CA 94105

Carl Pope
1213 Francisco Street
Berkeley, CA 94702
John K. Van de Kamp
801 South San Rafael
Pasadena, CA 91105

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing
is true and correct.
Executed at Sacramento, California, on: November 28,
1989.

Tekphon~

State CapitoL
P.O. Box 942849
Sacr-amento, CA 94249-0001
...

R. BRIAN KIDNEY
Chief Clerk

June 12, 1990

Honorable March Fong Eu
Secretary of State
1230 "J" Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Dr. Eu:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your communication
dated May 31, 1990, transmitting copies of initiative
entitled "Natural Environment. Public Health. Bonds
Initiative Statute" (pursuant to Section 3523.1, Elections Code).
Your communication and initiative have been presented
to the Assembly and ordered filed with the Chief Clerk
(see Assembly Journal for June 4, 1990, page 7800).

RBK:eh

/.....

445-3614

"1"-_ .
;
'

. i,; ... ~ ' ........-. ¥~.
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Office of the Secretary of State

1230 J Street

March Fang Eu

Sacramento, California 95814

ELECTIONS DIVISION
(916) 445-0820
For Hearing and Speech Impaired
Only:
(800) 833-8683

#480
November 28, 1989
TO ALL REGISTRARS OF VOTERS, OR COUNTY CLERKS, AND PROPONENTS (8976)
Pursuant to Section 3513 of the Elections Code, we transmit herewith a copy of the Title and Summary
prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed Initiative Measure entitled:
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT.
PUBLIC HEALTH. BONDS.
INITIATIVE STATUTE.
Circulating and Filing Schedule
1.

Minimum number of signatures required.....................................................................................372, 178
Cal. Const., Art. II, Sec. 8(b).

2.

Official Summary Date ................................................................................................Tuesday, 11/28/89
Elec. C., Sec. 3513.

3.

Petition Sections:
a.

First day Proponent can circulate Sections for
signatures.......................................................................................................Tuesday, 11/28/89
Elec. C., Sec. 3513.

b.

Last day Proponent can circulate and file with
the county. All sections are to be filed at
the same time within each
county...................................................................................................................Friday. 4/27/90
Elec. C., Sees. 3513, 3520(a)

c.

Last day for county to determine total number of
signatures affixed to petition and to transmit total
to the Secretary of State.......................................................................................Friday, 5/4/90

(If the Proponents file the petition with the county on a date prior to 4/27/90, the county has five
working days from the filing of the petition to determine the total number of signatures affixed to
the petition and to transmit the total to the Secretary of State.) Elec. C., Sec. 3520(b).

+

NOTE TO PROPONENTS WHO WISH TO QUALIFY FOR THE NOVEMBER 6, 1990 GENERAL
ELECTION: The law allows approximately 85 days for county election officials to check and report
petition signatures and transmit results. The law also requires that this process be completed 131
days before the election in which the people will vote on the initiative. It is possible that the
county may not need precisely 85 days. However, if you want to be sure that this initiative
qualifies for the November 6, 1990 General Election, you should file this petition with the county
before March 23, 1990.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT.
PUBLIC HEALTH. BONDS.
INITIATIVE STATUTE.
November 28, 1989
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d.

Secretary of State determines whether the total number
of signatures filed with all county clerks meets the
minimum number of required signatures, and notifies the
counties
..........................................................................................................Sunday. 5/13/90**

e.

Last day for county to determine total number of qualified
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State
...............................................................................................................Monday. 6/4/90
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine
the number of qualified voters who signed the petition on
a date other than 5/4/90, the last day is no later than the
fifteenth day after the county's receipt of notification.)
Elec. C., Sec. 3520(d), (e).

f.

If the signature count is more than 409,395 or less than
353,569, then the Secretary of State certifies the petition
has qualified or failed, and notifies the counties. If the
signature count is between 353,569 and 409,395
inclusive, then the Secretary of State notifies the counties
using the random sampling technique to determine the
validity of all signatures
...........................................................................................................Thursday. 6/14/90

g.

Last day for county to determine actual number of all
qualified voters who signed the petition, and to transmit
certificate with a blank copy of the petition to the
Secretary of State ..................................................................................Friday. 7/27/90
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine
the number of qualified voters who have signed the
petition on a date other than 6/4/90 , the last day is no
later than the thirtieth working day after county's receipt
of notification.)
Elec. C., Sec. 3521 (b), (c).

h.

Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has been
signed by the number of qualified voters required to
declare the petition sufficient
..........................................................................................................Tuesday. 7/31/90

**Date varies based on receipt of county certification.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT.
PUBLIC HEALTH. BONDS.
INITIATIVE STATUTE.
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4. The Proponents of the

above~named

measure are:

Tom Hayden
316 AHa Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90402

Lloyd Connelly
4525 T Street
Sacramento, CA 95819

Albert H. Meyerhoff
c/o National Resource Defense Council
90 New Montgomery Street, Suite 620
San Francisco, CA 94105

Bob Mulholland
1814 Broadway Street
Chico, CA 95928
(916) 447-8950

Michael Picker
2700 H Street
Sacramento, CA 95816

Carl Pope
1213 Francisco Street
Berkeley, CA 94702

John K. Van de Kamp
801 South San Rafael
Pasadena, CA 91105
5. Important Points:
(a) California law prohibits the use of signatures, names and addresses gathered on initiative petitions
for any purpose other than to qualify the initiative measure for the ballot. This means that the petitions
cannot be used to create or add to mailing lists or similar lists for any purpose, including fund raising or
requests for support. Any such misuse constitutes a crime under California law. Elections Code section
29770; Bilofsky v. Deukmejian (1981) 123 Cal.App. 3d 825, 177 Cal.Rptr. 621; 63 Ops. CaI.Atty.Gen. 37
(1980).
(b) Please refer to Elections Code section 44,3501,3507,3508,3517, and 3519 for appropriate
format and type consideration in printing, typing, and otherwise preparing your initiative petition for
circulation and signatures. Please send a copy of the petition after you have it printed. This copy is not
for our review or approval, but to supplement our file.
(c) Your attention is directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of the Political Reform Act of
1974, Government Code section 81000 et seq.
(d) When writing or calling state or county elections officials, provide the official title of the initiative
which was prepared by the Attorney General. Use of this title will assist elections officials in referencing
the proper file.
(e) When a petition is presented to the county elections official for filing by someone other
than the proponent, the required authorization shall include the name or names of the persons filing the
petition.

(f) When filing the petition with the county elections offiCial, please provide a blank petition for
elections official use.
Sincerely,

td~ J...L~~n:k.r.~

CAREN DANIELS-MEADE
Chief, Elections Division

Attachment: POLITICAL REFORM ACT OF 1974 REQUIREMENTS

·
e
.

JOHN K. VAN DE ]{AMP
Attorney General

Sta18 0/ California·
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

.

.

1515 K STREET, SUITE SU
P. a BOX 944255
SACRAMENTO 94244-2550
(916) 445-9555

November 28, 1989

(916) 324-5508

Honorable March Fong Eu
Secretary of State
1230 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Mrs. Eu:
Initiative Title and Summary
Subject: NATURAL ENVIRONMENT.
INITIATIVE STATUTE.
Our File No.: SA 89 RF 0024

PUBLIC HEALTH.

BONDS.

Pursuant to the provisions of sections 3503 and 3513 of the
Elections Code, you are hereby notified that on this day we
mailed to the proponent of the above-identified proposed
initiative our title and summary.
Enclosed is a copy of our transmittal letter to the proponent, a
copy of our title and summary, a declaration of mailing thereof,
and a copy of the proposed measure.
According to infor.mation available in our records, the name and
address of the proponent is as stated on the declaration of
mailing.
Very truly yours,
JOHN K. VAN DE KAMP
Attorney General

l1LJ-~~~,J
wtlITCOMB
Initiative Coordinator

MARY

MW:jh
Enclosures

Date: November 28, 1989
File No: SA 89 RF 0024
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following
title and summary of the chief purpose and points of the proposed
measure:
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. PUBLIC HEALTH. BONDS. INITIATIVE STATUTE.
Requires regulation of pesticide use to protect food and
agricultural worker safety. Phases out use on food of pesticides
known to cause cancer or reproductive harm, chemicals that
potentially deplete ozone. Requires reduced emissions of gases
contributing to global warming. Limits oil, gas extraction
within bay, estuarine and ocean waters. Requires oil spill
prevention, contingency plans. Creates prevention, response fund
from fees on oil deliveries. Establishes water quality criteria,
monitoring plans. Creates elective office of Environmental
Advocate. Appropriates $40,000,000 for environmental research.
Authorizes $300,000,000 general obligation bonds for ancient
redwoods acquisition, forestry projects. Summary of estimate of
Legislative Analyst and Director of Finance of fiscal impact on
state and local governments: State costs of $300 million in bond
principal, $235 million in projected bond interest for
acquisition of ancient redwood stands and forestry grant
projects. Unknown loss of state and local revenues resulting
from acquisition of ancient redwood stands. One time cost of
$17 million and annual costs of $40 to $70 million to state
agencies to administer pesticide, air emission, marine resources
and other required programs. One time state appropriation of
$750,000 for elected Environmental Advocate and $40 million for
environmental research programs. Approximately $360 million in
revenues to the Oil Spill Prevention and Response Fund by
1996-971 unknown additional revenues from potential penalty
assessments. Indefinite deferral of potentially over $2 billion
in future state oil and gas revenues resulting from limits on oil
and gas leases in marine waters. Unknown costs and revenue
losses to state and local governments if measure changes energy
costs and gasoline consumption. Unknown costs to state and local
governments if reduced pesticide usage creates higher food costs.

5 ;} & 1" I'(~F () (J c2 'I-
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November 17, 1989
Ms. Mary Whitcomb
Initiative Coordinator
Office of the Attorney General
1515 K Street, Suite 511
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re:

€..-,t

tL,'7'l ('-:,,\,.:1- t.J 3

~~C.Ef V£
.
NOV 2 7 I~B!i ( )
INITIATIVE COORDINATOR

ATTORNEY GENlRAL'S OFFICE

Environmental Protection Act of 1990

Dear Ms. Whitcomb:
The proponents of the above initiative request that the
initiative as submitted be amended, as set forth below.
With regard to the first amendment, we believe that the change
will not affect "the revenues or expenditures of the state or
local government" within the meaning of Elections Code section
3504, and that no review of the amendment is therefore required
by either the Legislative Analyst or the Department of Finance.
The other amendments are corrections of typographical errors and
are nonsubstantive.
1.
At page 18 of the October 25, 1989, text, amend proposed
Health and Safety Code section 44453 by amending subdivision (d),
and by adding a new subdivision (e).
The entire text of section
44453, with these amendments will read:
"44453.
(a) Sections 44451 and 44452 shall not be
construed to prohibit the continued use or resale of an
individual article which contains a Group I or Group II chemical
if such product was manufactured, sold or offered for sale or use
before any applicable deadline therein.
(b) Section 44451 shall not be construed to prohibit the
maintenance or service of any product with a Group I chemical,
provided that after January 1, 1997, only recovered and recycled
Group I chemicals are used for such purposes.
(c) The Air Resources Board shall adopt regulations as
necessary to implement the requirements of this Part, including
any additional measures, such as intermediate deadlines.
necessary to achieve the purposes of Section 44452(c).
Cd) The Board shall adopt regulations under whicn a~y
person may petition. no later than one year prior to the
applicable deadline, for an extension of a deadline established

-

.

Ms. Mary Whitcomb
November 17, 1989
Page Two

under Sections 44451 or 44452.
The Board may grant, by
regulation, up to three extensions of not more than two years
each, p~ovided the petitioner has demonstrated by clear and
convincing evidence that:
(1) The petitioner has thoroughly and fairly
considered all alternative chemicals, products, or processes that
potentially would achieve compliance with the applicable
deadline, or which would result in a lower' level of ozone
depletion;
(2) No such alternative is available for the
petitioner's particular application;
(3) If the deadline is extended, the petitioner
will implement all commercially available means to prevent the
emission of Group I or Group II chemicals to the atmosphere; and

(4) The extension is necessary to avoid substantial
and widespread economic and social hardships to the general
public.

(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision (d),
the Board may grant an extension or extensions of an applicable
deadline as necessary for basic research purposes or for medical
purposes.The intent of these changes is to increase the time for which
extensions may be granted, to provide the Air Resources Board
with authority to grant mUltiple extensions of otherwise
applicable deadlines as necessary for medical or basic research
purposes, and to indicate that the criteria of subdivision (d)
(1)-(4) are not applicable to petitions for those latter
extensions.
2.
At page 12 of the October 25, 1989, text, amend proposed
Health and Safety Code section 26952, by correcting the word
"reregister" to "registered-.
The first line of section 26952
will therefore read:

"No pesticide may be registered, or reregistered,

~y

the3.

At page 15 of the October 25, 1989, text, amend proposed

Health and Safety Code section 26052, by correcting the word

Ms. Mary Whitcomb
November 17, 1989
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"provision" in the sixth line to "provisions".
26052 will therefore read:

The sixth line of

~ection

"1990 shalurevai1i
Alcoholic Beverage"

or i.U with the proyisions of the

4.
At page 15 of the October 25,1989, text, amend proposed
Health and Safety Code section 26504 to underline the period at
the end of the section.
The last line of that section will
accordingly read:
"limits of that regulation."
5.
At page 16 of the October 25, 1989, text, amend proposed
Health and Safety Code section 44450(b) to correct the name of
The second line of section 44450(b) will
the designated agency.
accordingly read:
"any other chemical determined by the Air Resources
Board to have"
6.
At page 17 of the October 25, 1989, text, amend proposed
Health and Safety Code section 44451(c)(1) by deleting the word
"Section" in line 3.
Line 3 of section 44451(c)(1) will
therefore read:
"43156, whether passenger or commercial,
vehicle contains a"

if such

7.
At page 20 of the October 25, 1989, text, amend proposed
Public Resources Code section 4803, by deleting the word "to" in
line 5 of subdivision (a).
Line 5 of subdivision (a) will
accordingly read:
"grants to itself and to other public agencies,
land trusts or"

public

8.
At page 21 of the October 25, 1989, text, amend proposed
Public Resources Code section 4806, by adding a comma at the end
of line 1.
Line 1 of section 4806 will therefore read:
"The bonds authorized by this Chapter shall be
prepared,"
9.
At page 33 of the October 25, 1989, text, amend proposed
Water Code section 13398(f) by striking the word "any· from the

Ms. Mary Whitcomb
November 17, 1989
>age Four

first line. The first line now erroneously contains the word
"any" twice. Line 1 of section 13398(f) will therefore read:
"The regional board and any other agency reviewing"
We have enclosed a revised copy of the initiative which is the
final text and incorporates each of these changes.
Yours very truly,

~.~
Carl Pope

Lloyd Connelly

Michael Picker

~
M~{

Bob Mulhol~

~ 118 '1;( F QO.2L/
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FINAL TEXT

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT
OF 1990

h.

INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS
The Atturney Gcncr"al of Califonlia has prepared the following title and
summary of the chief purposes and points of the proposed measure:
(Here set forth the title and summary prepared by the Attorney General.
This title and summary must also be printed across the top of each page of the
petition whereon signatures are to appear.)
TO TIlE HONORABLE SECRETARY OF STATE OF CALIFORNIA
We, the undersigned, registered, qualified voters of California, residents
of
County (or City and County), hereby propose amendments to the Fish
and Game, Food and Agricultural, Government, Health and Safety, Labor, Public
Contract, Public Resources, and Water Codes relating to health and the
environment, and petition the Secretary of State to submit the same to the
voters of California for their adoption or rejection at the next succeeding
general election or at any special statewide election held prior to the
general election or otherwise provided by law. The proposed statutory
amendments read as follows:
TITLE ONE
SECTION 1.

Short Title

This Act shall be known as the Environmental Protection Act of 1990.
TITLE TWO
SECTION 2.

Findings and Declarations

We, the People of the State of California, do find and declare:
A. Our health, natural environment and quality of life are threatened
by chemical pollution of the food which nourishes us, the air we breathe and
our ocean waters.
B. These environmental problems arise from a common cause, our production
of and dependence on toxic chemicals in all aspects of the economy.
C. These problems are urgent issues requiring solutions, now. Our State
and federal governments have failed to resolve them, and have not adequately
protected our health and environment. The public's trust has been compromised
by special interests, and public confidence has been weakened by government's
failure to act. It is therefore necessary to act by way of initiative to make
the necessary changes in law.
1

We hereby further find and declare:
1) Each year, millions of pounds of pesticides are used in
California, and eventually contaminate the food chain, drinking water supply,
ocean, air, soil and ecosystem. Many of these pesticides pose clear hazards to
humnn life and health.
2) Our children arc more vulnerable than adults to the toxic effects of
hecnuse of their immature physiological systems and special
susceptibility to cancer-causing substances.
~w,~t..icides

3) Neither the state nor federal government has adequately protected
the People of the State of California from hazardous pesticides, in the food
chain, in the fields, and elsewhere in the environment, placing adults and
especially children in serious jeopardy. As a result of this governmental
failure, consunlers and agricultural workers are exposed daily through work
and food to hazardous pesticides.
4) The public health and environment will be best protected by
the regulatory measures set forth in this Act, by conferring responsibility
on the California Department of Health Services to control the use of
pesticides, and by providing State funds for the development of safe
alternatives while phasing out cancer causing and other hazardous pesticides.
We also further find and declare:
1) As a result of California'S rapid economic and population growth, the
People of the State consume vast amounts of fossil fuels and other chemical
substances through transportation, heating and cooling, manufacturing, and in
the production of electricity. That consumption creates tens of millions of
tons of waste gases and pollutants every year, including carbon dioxide from
combustion of fossil fuels, chlorofl~ocarbons and halons from industry, and
nitrous oxides from motor vehicles.
2) There is increasing and substantial scientific evidence that global
temperatures are gradually being raised by the cumulative effect of the
emissions of these gases released into the atmosphere by human and industrial
activity.
3) In addition to the emissions of these gases, global warming is increased
by the depletion of. our forests and urban trees. Between 1977 and 1986 alone,
California lost over 700,000 acres of its forests to agricultural use and urban
expansion.
4) California's old growth redwoods are an irreplaceable national and
international resource, but exist only as a fragment of an ancient temperate
rain forest ecosystem which once comprised approximately 2 million acres. Their
continued destruction contributes to the loss of our forests and to
global warming, and their cutting and harvesting, especially through clear
cutting, contributes to erosion, pollution of water courses, and destruction
of fishery and animal resources. Because of their extremely high biomass per
acre, preservation of ancient redwood stands is significant in counteracting
global warming, and provides an example of the actions that should be taken on
a global scale.
2

5) There is also increasing and substantial scientific evidence that
chemical substances are contributing to the destruction of the stratospheric
ozone layer which shields the earth's surface from dangerous solar radiation.
The continued destruction of the ozone layer could result in enormous increases
in skin cancer cases, decreased yields of food crops, and adversely affect the
health and welfare of the People of the State of California.
6) If these emissions continue unabated, and if the loss of trees in the
Slale COlltinues, gloLal warming could have substantial adverse impacts on lhe
State, incluaing a reduction in water deliveries from the State Water Project to
agricultural and urban areas, an expansion of San Francisco Bay caused
by rising ocean levels, decreased crop yields due to higher temperatures and
lower precipitation, increased temperatures, and increased energy usage to cool
residences and workplaces.
7) As a result, the People of the State of California declare that the
State must take the steps described in this Act to reduce toxic contamination of
our air, to reduce its emission of waste gases which warm the atmosphere,
to reduce and eliminate its use of chemicals which destroy the stratospheric
ozone layer, and to protect and restore trees in the state.
Finally, We find and declare:
1) Over one million barrels of oil are imported into California each day by
oil tankers and from offshore oil platforms. In addition, current law permits
oil development in state waters within three miles of the State's beaches and
shores.
2) The transportation and unloading of this oil from oil tankers to shore
facilities, and from offshore oil production platforms in both state and federal
waters, seriously threatens the State's fishery resources, the marine food
chain, coastline and beaches with oil pollution in the event of an oil spill.
3) The recent oil spill in Alaska demonstrates that current oil spill
prevention practices and cleanup techniques are completely incapable of
protecting the State's fishery resources, marine food chain, coastline and
beaches in the event of a major oil spill. With current practices, the
transportation of, and exploration and development for, oil cannot be conducted
in a manner which adequately protects marine and coastal resources.
4) In addition, past municipal, industrial and agricultural discharges
into the State's bay, estuarine and ocean waters, discharges into waters that
flow into those waters, urban storm runoff, dredging activities, and past
legal and illegal dumping of toxic wastes, have all had a serious adverse
effect on the marine environment, ocean resources and water quality and
therefore on public health and safety.
5) Toxic substances continue to pollute the ocean environment, fishery.
resources, and the marine food chain.
6) Therefore, the People of the State of California declare that the
State must take the actions included in this Act, in order to protect the
quality of our marine bay, estuarine and ocean waters.
3

Accordingly, We, the People of the State of California, do hereby enact the
Environmental Protection Act of 1990, to safeguard the People from toxic
contamination by chemical poisons in the food supply, to reduce
chemical pollution which contributes to global warming and depletion of the
ozone layer, to protect and increase the number of trees in the State thereby
decreasing the production of chemicals and waste gases which contribute to
gloll81 warming and depletion of the ozone layer, and to protect California's
marine resources and coastline from oil spills and pollution by toxic chemicals.
TITLE TlffiEE

SECTION 3.
Code, to read:

Chapter 9 is added to Division 21 of the Health and Safety
Chapter 9.

Food Safety and Pesticides
Article 1

26901. (a) The registration of any pesticide containing
an active ingredient known to cause cancer or reproductive harm, which is
registered for use on food or for which a tolerance exists as of the
effective date of this Chapter, shall be cancelled and applicable
tolerances revoked by January 1, 1996.
(b) The registration of any pesticide containing an active
ingredient, registered for use on food, or for which a tolerance exists,
which is determined after the effective date of this Chapter to cause
cancer or reproductive harm, shall be cancelled and applicable tolerances
revoked on or before five years from the date of the determination.
(c) No pesticide containing an active ingredient known to cause
cancer or reproductive harm may be registered, or any tolerance adopted,
for any new use on food after the effective date of this Chapter.
(d) No pesticide for which the health effects studies required
by Section 13123(c) of the Food and Agricultural Code are missing or inadequate
shall be registered for any new use on food.
26902. (a) Nothwithstanding Section 26901(a) and (b), the Director of
Health Services may, by regulation, extend the registration and tolerance of a
pesticide subject thereto for a period not to exceed three years, if the
registrant demonstrates for each use of the pesticide for which an extension
is sought:
(1) Cancellation of the pesticide will cause severe economic hardship
to the state's agricultural industry; and
(2) No known alternative pest control or management practice can be used
effectively; and
(3) The tolerance adopted meets the requirements of this Chapter,
including Sections 26905 and 26906; and
(4) The quantity of the pesticide used in this state has been reduced
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by at least an average of 10% per year over the five year period from base
period use in this State.
(b) A statement as to the basis upon which the proposed regulation
is then predicated, and the record then available to the Director shall
be made available when notice is issued pursuant to Government Code Section
11346.5.
(c) During any extension authorized pursuant to subdivision (a):
(lr The pesticide shall be a restricted material, subject to Section
14006.5 of the Food and Agricultural Code; and

(2) The Director shall restrict uses and revoke tolerances of the
pesticide as necessary in order to reduce the quantity of the pesticide used
each year by an average of an additional 10% per year over the extension
period from the base period use in this state.
Article 2
26903. (a) The registrant of any high hazard pesticide registered
for use on food, or any person on whose behalf a tolerance has been established,
may, before November 7, 1994, petition the Director pursuant to
Government Code Section 11347 for a determination that the pesticide does
not cause cancer. The registrant of any pesticide registered for use on food
which is identified after the effective date of this Chapter as a high hazard
pesticide, or any person on whose behalf a tolerance for such pesticide has
been established, may petition the Director within four years after the
identification for a determination that the pesticide does not cause cancer.
(b) Upon the filing of any such petition, the Director shall determine,
in accordance with the standards of this Chapter and based on complete
and adequate scientific data, whether it has been demonstrated that the
pesticide is not known to cause cancer. The criteria for this determination
shall be those utilized for classification of a pesticide known to cause
cancer as specified in Section 26914(1)(1).
(c) If the Director does not adopt a regulation granting a petition
filed pursuant to subdivision (a) within one year after filing, or a petition
has not been filed regarding a high hazard pesticide pursuant to subdivision
(a), the pesticide shall be known to cause cancer within the meaning of this
Chapter, and shall be subject to Section 26901(b) if the pesticide is highly
hazardous due to its active ingredient, or shall be subject to Section 26904(a)
if the pesticide is highly hazardous because of its inert ingredient.
(d) The Council on Environmental Quality, established by Government
Code Section 12260, shall give priority to developing alternatives to the
pesticides subject to Sections 26901 and this Section.
26904. (a) No pesticide containing an inert ingredient know~ to cause
cancer or reproductive harm may be registered, nor maya tolerance be
established, for a new use on food. Existing registrations for use on food
of a pesticide containing an inert ingredient known to cause cancer or
reproductive harm shall be cancelled and applicable tolerances revoked within
two years of the effective date of this Chapter, or for those subsequently
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determined to cause cancer or reproductive harm, within two years of such
subsequent determination.
(b) The Director shall not permit the use of any inert ingredient
in the formulation of a pesticide registered for use on food unless the inert
ingredient presents no significant risk.
Article 3
26905. (a) For any pesticide registered for use on food, the Director
shall evaluite the tolerance prescribed or exemption from tolerance, or any
other standard permitting pesticide residues of the active ingredient in
food. to determine whether the tolerance. exemption or standard complies with
the standards specified by this Chapter, including the standard specified by
Section 26906. Such evaluations shall be completed: (1) for pesticides subject
to Section 26901, by January 1, 1993; (2) for high hazard pesticides, by
January I, 1995; and (3) for all other pesticides, by January 1, 1997. If
the data are insufficient for this determination, the Director shall
require the registrant to submit additional data as deemed necessary by the
Director, but in no case shall the dates herein be extended.
(b) If, pursuant to the evaluation, the Director determines that
the pesticide residue fails to meet the requirements of Section 26906, the
Director shall, within one year thereafter, revoke or revise the applicable
tolerance, exemption, or standard, by regulation, to meet such requirements.
If the requirements of Section 26906 cannot be met within the time allowed
in this Section, the Director shall establish a zero tolerance.
(c) No pesticide shall be registered for a new use on food without the
establishment of a tolerance in accordance with this Section or Section 26906.
(d) Tolerances shall be established based on the total risk of the
active ingredient contained in the pesticide, including its metabolites,
contaminants and degradation products, but excluding inert ingredients.
26906. (a) A pesticide residue may be permitted in food only if it
is demonstrated that the pesticide residue presents no significant risk
to human health, including the health of identifiable population groups
(particularly infants and children) with special food consumption patterns. The
Director shall adopt appropriate tolerances for all pesticides used on food that
meet this requirement. In setting tolerances, the Director shall give
appropriate consideration to the other ways in which the consumer may be
affected by the same pesticide or by related substances that are poisonous
or deleterious.
(b) For purposes of this Chapter, the term "no signi:icant risk"
means: (1) for pesticides that are known carcinogens or highly hazardous, the
level at which the residue will not cause or contribute to a risk of h~an
cancer in the exposed population which exceeds a rate of one in a million,
utilizing the most conservative risk assessment model that is generally
accepted to be scientifically valid, and which complies with the criteria
of Section 12703(&) of Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations. The
standard specified in this subparagraph shall also apply to other adverse
human health effects of any pesticide as to which there is no generally
accepted scientifically valid threshold below which exposure is safe; and (2)
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for all pesticides not subject to subparagraph (1), the level at which the
pesticide residue will not cause or contribute to any known or potential
adverse human health effects, including an ample margin of safety. A margin
of safety is not ample unless human exposure per unit of body measurement is
at least 1000 times less than the no observable effect level in animals or
humans on which the pesticide residue was tested, except that the Director may
determine that a lower margin of safety is ample, but in no event lower than
100 times the no observable effect level, and only if there is complete and
reliahle exposure and toxicity data.
269Q7.
No later than 30 days after the Director issues a proposed
regulation revising a tolerance for a food use pesticide, the
registrant or any person on whose behalf a tolerance has been established
shall submit data to the Director and the Director of Food and Agriculture
demonstrating the appropriate maximum application rates and preharvest
intervals necessary to assure that no tolerance is exceeded, and that no
worker will suffer impairment of health or functional capacity within the
meaning of Section 26950.
26908.
The Director shall not grant any new tolerance, and shall not
continue, revise or renew an existing tolerance beyond January 1, 1997, unless
the registrant, or a person on whose behalf a tolerance has been established,
demonstrates that there are practical analytical methods available to monitor
the residues of pesticide in food, which methods can reliably, routinely, and
efficiently quantify the level of the residue with sensitivity sufficient to
enforce all applicable tolerances.
26909.
The burden of proof shall, at all times, be on the registrant
or the person on whose behalf a tolerance has been established to demonstrate
that use of a pesticide conforms to the requirements of Title Three of the
Environmental Protection Act of 1990.
26910.
In order to protect the health of the People of the State
of California, food produced outside of this state, foreign or domestic, which
contains a residue of a pesticide which has been cancelled or cannot be
registered in this state because of Sec~ions 26901 or 26903, or which is in
excess of the amount permitted by Sections 26905 and 26906, is adulterated and
unsafe.

Article 4
26911. (a) Notwithstanding any other prov1s10n of law, effective July
1, 1991, all of the following functions, authority, and responsibilities are

transferred from the Department of Food and Agriculture to the Department of
Health Services:
(1) Evaluation of the health risks of pesticide exposure in food, air,
water, the workplace and the environment;

(2) Establishment and implementation of specific criteria to
evaluate the health risks of pesticides and environmental contaminants and
of programs to require that tests be conducted by registrants of pesticides
to determine health risks;
(3) Review and evaluation of the validity, adequacy, and completeness
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of pesticide test data;
(4) Development and setting of pesticide residue tolerances and
permissible amounts of environmental contamin~nts;
(5) Development and setting of workplace health standards; and
(6) Any other authority necessary to protect public health and the
environment from the hazards of pesticides.
(b)' The Governor shall take all steps necessary to effectuate the
transfer of authority required by subdivision (a), including the transfer of all
records, equipment, supplies. personnel positions and funding related to such
functions, and if necessary, the subnlission of a reorganization plan pursuant
to Government Code Section 12080.2.
26912. (a) If the Director determines that a pesticide poses a threat
of adverse human health effects, the Director may, by regulation, prohibit or
restrict the distribution, sale, or use of the pesticide as necessary.
(b) Nothwithstanding any other provision of law, the Director of
Food and Agriculture may not register, reregister, or otherwise permit the use
of any pesticide inconsistent with a regulation adopted by the Director of
Health Services pursuant to this Chapter, and no person may distribute, sell
or use a pesticide in this state in violation of a regulation adopted by
the Director of Health Services pursuant to this Chapter.
26913. (a) Notwithstanding Sections 26901 and 26903, a pesticide
may be used in an eradication effort undertaken during a state of emergency
declared pursuant to Section 8558 of the Government Code and subject to
Chapter 1.5 of Division 4 of the Food and Agricultural Code, if there is no
other alternative means of eradication, if the Director concurs in the
necessity and safety of the use of the pesticide, and if the use complies
with any restrictions deemed necessary by the Director.
(b) Notwithstanding Sections 26901 and 26903, a pesticide may be
used to control Africanized bees, mosquitoes, or other human or animal
disease vectors pursuant to Chapter 5 of Division 3 or Section 402.
Article 5
26914. The definitions in this section govern the construction
of Title 3 of the Environmental Protection Act of 1990, and Chapter 1 of
Division 7 of the Food and Agricultural Code:
(a) "Active ingredient" means a pesticide, excluding its inert
ingredients, but including its metabolites, contaminants, and degradation
product.
(b) "Adverse human health effect" means illness resulting in
premature death or severe debilitation.
(c) "Base period use" means the lesser amount reported sold in 1989 or
used in 1990.
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(d) "Cause or contribute" means the extent to which the pesticide
adversely affects human health.
(e) "Classification" by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency means inclusion on a list, report, or memorandum, or identified in a
final document, which is used as a basis for regulatory action, and including,
but not limited to, publication in the Federal Register or otherwise made
known to the public by any means.
(f) "ContRminant" mf'an!: a conHituf>nt of a registered pesticide which
is unavoidably produced during the manufacture of the active ingredient.
(g) "Degradation product" means the result of the biotransformation or
breakdown of the parent compound by food processing or environmental factors
including but not limited to air, sunlight or water.
(h) "Demonstrate" means to meet the burden
clear and convincing evidence.
(i)

~f

proof or establish by

"Food" is defined by Section 26012.

(j) "High hazard pesticide" means any pesticide containing an active
or inert ingredient which is (1) classified by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency as a Group C carcinogen pursuant to the guidelines for
carcinogen risk assessment published in 51 Federal Register 33992, or a
comparable classification based on equivalent criteria under any successor
guidelines, including, at a minimum, each pesticide identified as a Group C
carcinogen listed in 53 Federal Register 41118: or (2) determined by the
Director to create such risk, utilizing the same or similar criteria.

(k) "Inert ingredient" means an ingredient that is not active, as
defined in Section 2(m) of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide
Act and including any ·contaminant therein or any substance which is the result
of metabolism or other degradation of the inert ingredient.
(1) "Known to cause cancer" means (1) classification by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency as a Group A or Group B carcinogen
pursuant to the guidelines for carcinogen risk assessment published in 51
Federal Register 33992, or a comparable classification based on equivalent
criteria under any successor guidelines, and including at a minimum each
pesticide identified as a Group A or Group B carcinogen and listed in 53
Federal Register 41118: or (2) listing of a chemical by the Governor as
known to the state to cause cancer pursuant to Section 25249.8; or (3) a
determination by the Director utilizing the same or similar criteria as
used in subparagraphs (1) and (2).
(m) "Known to cause reproductive harm" means a listing of a chemical
by the Governor as known to cause reproductive toxicity pursuant to Section
25249.8.

(n) "Metabolite" means the result of biotransformation or breakdown
of the parent compound by a living organism.
(0)
"No observable effect level" is the level of exposure which
reliable experimental data derived from exposing humans or animals shows
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that a pesticide induces no adverse effect.
(p) "Pesticide" or "pesticide chemical" means any substance which
alone, in chemical combination, or in formulation with one or more substances,
is an "economic poison" as defined by Section 12753 of the Food and Agricultural
Code or a pesticide as defined in Section 2(u) of the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, but including the active ingredient, metabolites,
cOlltaminants, degradation product, or inert ingredient, and which is used in
the llroduction, storage, or transportation of any food.
(q)' "Processed food" means any food other than a raw agricultural
commodity, and includes any raw agricultural commodity which has been subject to
processing, including canning, cooking, freezing, dehydration, or milling.
(r) "Produce" means any food in its raw or natural state which is in
such form as to indicate that it is intended for consumer use with or
without any or further processing.
(s)

"Raw agricultural commodity" is defined by Section 26029.

(t) "Residue" means a residue of any pesticide in any food or any
other substance that is present in, or results from, metabolism or other
degradation process of the pesticide.
(u) "Toxicity category· means a category established pursuant to
Part 162.10(h)(1) of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
26915. Nothing in Title Three of the Environmental Protection Act
of 1990 shall be construed to remove or diminish the obligations of any
person under Chapter 6.6 of Division 20 with regard to any substance to which
Title Three applies.
Article 6
26916. (a) No person shall advertise, make any representation or
sell any raw agricultural commodity with a representation that the commodity
is certified as having "no detected pesticide residue" or any other
similar claim, unless all of the following requirements are met:
(1) Documentation providing full disclosure of all pesticides used
during any phase of production is submitted to the Department of Health
Services and provided with the product to retail sellers;

(2) Laboratory tests for all pesticides used, and commonly used,
on the commodity have been conducted for each field lot by a laboratory
accredited for such tests by the Department of Health Services, with results
of such tests submitted to the Department prior to retail sale;
(3)
No pesticide kIlown to cause cancer or reproductive harm,
no high hazard pesticide, and no pesticide for which there is no
practical analytical method of detection, has been used during any phase
of production of the commodity; and

(4)

Any residue does not exceed practical detection limits as
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determined by the Department or exceed 50 parts per billion, whichever is
lower.
(b) The requirements of this Section apply only to raw agricultural
commodities advertised, represented, or sold with a representation that the
commodity is certified as having "no detected pesticide residue" or other
similar claim, and shall not apply to organic and other agricultural
commodities defined by Section 26569.11.
(c)

This Section shall be effective only until Novpmhpr 7, 1998.

SECTION 4. Sections 13127.1 and 13150.1 are added to the Food and
Agricultural Code, to read:
13127.1. "As soon as possible," as used in Section 13127(d)(1) means
no later than February 15, 1991.
13150.1. The director may allow the
use of an economic poison which meets anyone
Section 13149, only if the Director of Health
of the subcommittee and the director pursuant
SECTION 5.
to read:

continued registration, sale, and
of the conditions specified in
Services concurs with the findings
to Section 13150 (c) and (d).

Section 21080.6 of the Public Resources Code is added,

21080.6 Except as to pesticide use permits, the certification of the
pesticide regulatory program pursuant to Section 21080.5 shall expire on
July I, 1992. The Secretary shall not recertify the program unless, in
determining whether the program meets the criteria for certification under
Section 21080.5, the Secretary determines that the public reports issued by
the Departments of Food and Agriculture and Health Services to implement the
program satisfy the criteria of Section 21080.5. Public reports issued in
making pesticide registration, renewal, and reevaluation decisions shall
contain a sufficient explanation and analysis of any significant adverse
environmental effects, why any effects are determined not to be significant,
and mitigation measures and alternatives, in order to provide sufficient
information to the public and department to make an informed decision.
Adverse environmental effects discussed shall include the impact on
health of humans, plants and animals, and contamination of air, soil, and water.
SECTION 6. Chapter 10 is added to Division 21 of the Health and
Safety Code, to read:
Chapter 10.

Agricultural Worker Safety

26950. The Director shall develop and implement a worker protec"tion
program to prevent or reduce exposure to pesticides to the lowest achievable
levels necessary to ensure that no exposed worker will suffer impairment of
health or functional capacity, assuming lifetime occupational exposure at
such levels. Any standard of general applicability shall be adopted by
regulation.
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26951. The Director shall require registrants to submit all data
necessary to perform his or her duties, including California use condition data,
and shall have access to all applicable data, including pesticide use records
maintained by the Department of Food and Agriculture or county agricultural
commissioners.
26952. No pesticide may be registered, or reregistered, by the
of Food end Agriculture, unless the Director of Health Services
has determined that the pesticide complies with Title Three of the
Ellv.i rOHmental Protection Act of 1990.
Di~ector

26953. (a) Article 1 (commencing with Section 6700) of Group 3 of
SuLchapter 3 of Chapter 6 of Title 3 of the California Code of Regulations shall
be deemed adopted as standards by the Occupational Safety and Health Standards
Board. The Board shall revise such standards by January 1, 1992, to conform to
the requirements of this Chapter.
(b) The Standards Board, based on recommendations from the Director,
shall adopt regulations which, supported by clear and convincing evidence,
shall:
(1) For each crop in this State, prescribe quarantine periods,
after pesticide applications to a worksite, during which the entry of
workers is prohibited, which periods will prevent the impairment of health
or functional capacity of workers;
(2) Require posting of written notices that warn persons to avoid
entering pesticide treated areas during such periods, which warnings shall
be in addition to any other warnings required by law;
(3) Require county agricultural commissioners to retain all pesticide
use records for a period of time sufficient to evaluate chronic health effects
of exposure; and
(4) Protect the health and functional capacity of workers and prevent
or reduce exposure, as provided in Section 26950.
(c) After January 1, 1992, unless a registrant demonstrates that a
shorter quarantine period is safe, the minimum period for Toxicity Category I
is 72 hours; for Category II, 48 hours; for Category III, 24 hours; and for
pesticides subject to Sections 26901 or 26903, 7 days, or other generic
quarantine periods that the Board, by regulation, determines, based on clear
and convincing evidence and the recommendations of the Director, will
fulfill the purposes of Section 26950.
26954. The Department shall, as lead agency, and with the assistance
of the Departments of Industrial Relations and Food and Agriculture, develop
a program to ensure the investigation and abatement of any condition where
a health hazard from pesticides exists. Investigation and abatement of .
individual incidents shall be directly supervised by the Department when the
Director determines that such supervision is warranted.
SECTION 7. Sections 50.8, 144.7, 144.8, 6393.1 and 6382.1 are added to
the Labor Code, to read:
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50.8. Chapter 6.6 of Division 20 of
provision of state law governing occupational
meaning of Section 50.7(a), and the pertinent
Sections 25192 and 25249.7, shall be promptly

the Health and Safety Code, is a
safety and health within the
parts of such Chapter, including
incorporated into the State Plan.

144.7.

The Board shall, by January 1, 1992, adopt regulations
workers with rights at least as protective as
th~ lj~hts provided to other workers pursuant to Chapter 2.5, of Part 1 of
nivi~inn 5.
Such rpRulRtinns shRll include all reBistered pesticides as
hazardous substances within the meaning of Section 6382 and shall permit
workers, their physicians and representatives appropriate access to material safety
data sheets prepared pursuant to Section 6390, and to pesticide use records.
p~oviding agricu1tu~al

144.8. Nothing in this Code, in the Health and Safety Code, or in
the Food and Agricultural Code, shall be construed to limit the authority
of the Board to adopt, and the Division to enforce, pesticide safety
standards in agricultural employment in this state.
6382.1 "Substances" as used in Section 6382(b)(4) includes all
pesticides registered in this state.
6393.1 The term "if the product is labeled pursuant to the Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, as amended," as used in Sections
6393 and 6397(c), shall not be interpreted to relieve any person, otherwise
subject thereto, from the duty to provide an MSDS to a specific purchaser of a
pesticide registered in this state.
SECTION 8.
are repealed.
SECTION 9.

Health and Safety Code Sections 26205, 26206, 26801, and 26802

Labor Code Section 6399.1 is repealed.

SECTION 10. Food and Agricultural Code Sections 12501, 12502, 12503,
12504, 12505, 12561, 12562, 12563, 12565, 12582, 12608.5, 12671, 12980,
12981, 12982, 12985, 12986, 12998, and 13000 are repealed.
SECTION 11. Sections 25249.71, 25249.81, 26205 and 26801 are added to
the Health and Safety Code, to read:
25249.71. Any person who has given notice in accordance with
Section 25249.7(d) shall be permitted to intervene in any action brought
pursuant to Section 25249.7 by the Attorney General. a district attorney,
or a city attorney, on such terms as the court finds appropriate.
25249.81. The state's qualified experts identified and consulted
pursuant to Section 25249.8(b) and (d) shall be subject to Chapter 7 of
Title 9 of the Government Code.
26205. All pesticide and food additive regulations and any amendments
adopted thereto pursuant to the federal act. the Health and Safety Code or the
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Food and Agricultural Code, which are in effect on November 7, 1990, are the
pesticide and food additive regulations in this state unless they are
established, revised or revoked pursuant to Sections 26901, 26905 or 26906.
The Department may, by regulation, prescribe conditions under which a food
additive may be used in this state, whether or not such conditions are in
accordance with the regulations adopted pursuant to the federal act.
26801. Any person who violates any provision of this Division or any
regulation adopted pursuant to this Division shall be subject to the terms of
impd f,Cmmcnt and fines provided by Section 12996 of the Food and Agricultural
Code, or to~ civil penalty in the amount and subject to the procedures
set forth in Section 12998 of the Food and Agricultural Code.
-

SECTION 12. Sections 12535.5, 12536, 12616, and 12998 are added to
the Food and Agricultural Code, to read:
12535.5. The director shall maintain programs to monitor raw
agricultural commodities for pesticide residues and other contaminants,
using pesticide use and other data, and shall enforce tolerances and other
standards for raw agricultural commodities. Monitoring shall emphasize
pesticides which pose the greatest health risks, including those which are
subject to Sections 26901 and 26903 of the Health and Safety Code, and which
pose greater risks to children and infants and other sensitive population
subgroups. The director shall also give emphasis to monitoring food imported
into California and shall, at least annually, report the results of the
programs to the Legislature.
12536. The director shall establish and implement a collection program
under which, upon request of an agricultural pesticide user and without cost to
the user, the Department shall collect and safely dispose, or arrange for
collection and safe disposal. of any pesticide subject to Section 26901
of the Health and Safety Code.
12616. The provisions of this Chapter that apply to produce found to
contain pesticide residues or other deleterious ingredients in excess of any
maximum quantity or permissible tolerance established pursuant to this Chapter
shall also apply to any processed food found to contain pesticide residues
or other deleterious ingredients in excess of any maximum quantity or
permissible tolerance. and shall also apply to any pesticide residue or
other deleterious ingredient in excess of any maximum quantity or tolerances
established pursuant to the Health and Safety Code, including Sections
26905 and 26906. However, Section 26901 shall not apply to food that was
processed prior to November 7, 1990, or to food which bears a residue of
any pesticides subsequently determined to be subject to Section 26901, by
operation of Section 26903, that was processed before that subsequent
determination. In addition, food processed prior to the revision of any
tolerance pursuant to Section 26905 shall not be deemed adulterated.
12998.
(a) Any person who violates any provision of this Division,
or any regulation adopted pursuant to this Division relating to pesticides,
shall be liable for a civil penalty. without regard to intent or negligence,
not to exceed ten thousand dollars ($10,000), or for intentional, negligent
or repeated violations, not to exceed twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000),
for each separate violation, or, for continuing violations, for each day that
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the violation continues.
(b) Liability under this Section may be imposed in a civil action
or in an administrative proceeding governed by the procedures set forth in
Health and Safety Code section 25189.3 or any other provision of law.
(c) Any action brought pursuant to this Division relating to
per.ticides shall be conunenced within three years of the occurrence of the
vjolation or discovery of the facts constituting the grounds for commencing
the action.
SECTION 13. Sections 26052 and 26504 of the Health and Safety Code are
amended, to read:
26052. The prov1s1ons of this division shall be so construed as to
not be in conflict with1-ill the provisions of Title ~ of the Environmental
Protection Act of 1990 or the Food and Agricultural Code aE-~Ris-s~ateT and
the rules and reRulations adopted pursuant thereto, but if there is an actual
or apparent conflict. Title 3 of the Environmental Protection Act of
1990 shall prevail; or ~ with the provisions of the Alcoholic Beverage
Control Act. Division 9 (commencing with Section 23000) of the Business and
Professions Code, and the rules and regulations adopted pursuant thereto.
26504. Any added poisonous or deleterious substance, or any food
additive. pesticide chemical, active ingredient as defined in Section 26914(a),
preservative, or color additive. shall be considered unsafe for use with
respect to any food, as defined in Section 269l4(i), and such food is
therefore adulterated, unless there is in effect a regulation adopted
pursuant to Sections 26205,-2e2QeT-at-26207, 26905 or 26906 which limits the
quantity and the use, or intended use, of such substance to the terms
prescribed by such regulationT and the quantity of residue is within the
limits of that regulation.
TITLE FOUR
SECTION 14.
Code, to read:

Part 7 is added to Division 26 of the Health & Safety

PART 7.

GREENHOUSE GAS REDUCTION PLAN

44390. By January I, 1993, the Energy Resources Conservation and
Development Commission shall adopt and implement a plan to reduce annual
emissions of any gases which may contribute, directly or indirectly, to global
warming. The plan shall provide for the maximum feasible net effective
reduction in the global warming potential of these gases. The plan shall also
require a net reduction in carbon dioxide emissions of twenty percent (20%)
by January 1, 2000, measured from 1988 levels, and forty percent (40%) oy
January I, 2010. These percentages shall be adjusted, if necessary. by a
correction factor which reflects any difference between the projected rate of
population growth in California. and the projected rate for the United States.
For purposes of this Part, "net effective reduction in global
warming potential" means a reduction, based on the best evidence available, of
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those air contaminants which contribute directly or indirectly to atmospheric
warming, including but not limited to carbon dioxide, chlorofluorocarbons,
halons, nitrous oxide and methane, weighted to reflect their respective
contributions to global warming. Carbon dioxide emitted from the generation
of electricity which is consumed within California shall be considered a part
of California's emissions, regardless of where the electricity is generated.
44391. (a) The provisions of the plan specified by Section 44390
reIn ted to energy conservation and development and electrical power generation
shi1l1 ue pt'l~pared and illlpll!I1lented by the Conullission. In lll"eparing and
implementing' those provisions, the Commission shall consult with affected
Districts to ensure that those provisions will not interfere with the
attainment or maintenance of state or federal ambient air quality standards.
(b) The provisions of the plan related to emissions from vehicular
sources and motor vehicle fuels shall be prepared and implemented by the Air
Resources Board. That Board shall also prepare and implement provisions
relating to any greenhouse gas emissions not specified by subdivision (a) or
(c) •

(e) The prov1s1ons of the plan related to stationary sources,
indirect sources, area wide sources and transportation system use in a
particular district may be prepared by the air pollution control district
or air quality management district, at the district's option. If prepared
by a district, the provisions shall be submitted to the Board which shall,
after public hearing, approve or revise the submission. Districts shall
adopt regulations to implement the measures in the plan relating to emissions
from stationary sources, indirect sources, area wide sources and transportation
system use, provided that districts may adopt and enforce regulations more
effective in reducing emissions than measures contained in the plan.
(d) The plan provisions prepared by the Board and any district
shall be submitted to the Commission by June 30, 1992.
44392. All state and local agencies shall adopt any necessary
regulations to implement the plan prepared and adopted pursuant to Section
44390, and shall not take any action inconsistent with that Plan.
SECTION 15.
read:

Part 8 is added to

PART 8.
44450.

Divis~on

26 of the Health and Safety Code, to

STRATOSPHERIC OZONE LAYER PROTECTION

For purposes of this Part:

(a) "Group I chemical" means chlorofluorocarbon-ll,
chlorofluorocarbon-l2, chlorofluorocarbon-ll3, chlorofluorocarbon-114,
chlorofluorocarbon-llS, halon-l2ll, halon-l301, halon-Z402, carbon
tetrachloride, methyl chloroform, and any mixture containing one or more such
chemical.
(b) "Group II chemical" means any hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFC) and
any other chemical determined by the Air Resources Board to have
the potential to deplete stratospheric ozone, and any mixture containing one
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or more such chemical.
44451.

(a) No later than January 1, 1993:

(1) The maximum feasible recovery and recycling of Group I
chemicals shall be conducted during the servicing or disposal of any air
conditioning and refrigeration systems and appliances, including vehicular air
conditioners, and during the disposal of building and appliance insulation;
(2) Any pprson shall be prohillited from mRnllfRC'tllr.inc. [;elling, or
offering for sale or use any Group I chemical in a container which contains less
than 15 pounds of such chemical (except for specific pharmaceutical applications
and fire extinguishing applications for which the Board, after a public hearing,
has determined there is no conmlercially available adequate alternative);
(3) Any person shall be prohibited from manufacturing, selling, or
offering for sale or use any packaging material which contains or was
manufactured with a Group I chemical; and
(4) The Board shall adopt regulations to ensure that any
substitute or replacement for a Group I chemical does not endanger human health.
(b) Any person who uses a Group I chemical as a foam blowing agent,
as a solvent for industrial cleaning, defluxing, or degreasing, or for any
other industrial manufacturing purpose, shall reduce the atmospheric emissions
of such chemical, by January 1, 1993, by at least ninety (90) percent from
the amount emitted by such person in 1988.
(c) No later than January 1, 1995:
(1) Any person shall be prohibited from manufacturing, selling, or
offering for sale or use any new motor vehicle, as defined in Sections 39042 and
43156, whether passenger or commercial, if such vehicle contains a
vehicular air conditioner which uses a Group I chemical; and
(2) Any person shall be prohibited from manufacturing, selling, or
offering for sale or use any insulating material, rigid foam material, or soft
foam product containing a Group I chemical.
(d) No later than December 31, 1996, any person shall be prohibited
from manufacturing, selling, or offering for sale or use any Group I chemical
or any product containing, assembled or manufactured with such chemical, and
from using any such chemical in any manufacturing, assembly, or packaging
process.
44452. (a) Any person shall be prohibited from producing, assembling,
packaging, selling, or offering for sale or use any aerosol product (other than
a pharmaceutical product) containing a Group II chemical by January 1, 1992 or
any foam product (other than insulating materials) containing or manufactur~d
with a Group II chemical by January 1, 1994.
(b) Group II chemicals shall be subject to all of the requirements of
Section 44451(a)(1).
(c) Any person shall be prohibited from manufacturing, selling, or
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offering for sale or use any Group II chemical or product containing, assembled
or manufactured with such chemical, and from using any such chemical in any
manufacturing, assembly, or packaging process after January 1, 2020.
44453. (a) Sections 44451 and 44452 shall not be construed
to prohibit the continued use or resale of an individual article which
cont.ains a Group I or Group II chemical if such product was manufactured,
sold or offered for sale or use before any applicable deadline therein.
(b) Section 44451 shall not be construed to prohibit the maintenance or
service of any product with a Group I chemical, provided that after January 1,
1997, only recovered and recycled Group I chemicals are used for such purposes.
(c) The Air Resources Board shall adopt regulations as necessary to
implenlent the requirements of this Part, including any additional measures,
such as intermediate deadlines, necessary to achieve the purposes of
Section 44452(c).
(d) The Board shall adopt regulations under which any person may
petition, no later than one year prior to the applicable deadline, for an
extension of a deadline established under Sections 44451 or 44452. The Board
may grant, by regulation, up to three extensions of not more than two years each,
provided the petitioner has demonstrated by clear and convincing evidence that:
(1) The petitioner has thoroughly and fairly considered all
alternative chemicals, products, or processes that potentially would achieve
compliance with the applicable deadline, or which would result in a lower
level of ozone depletion;
(2) No such alternative is available for the petitioner's
particular application;
(3) If the deadline is extended, the petitioner will implement all
commercially available means to prevent the emission of Group I or Group II
chemicals to the atmosphere; and
(4) The extension is necessary to avoid substantial and
widespread economic and social hardships to the general public.
(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision (d), the Board may
grant an extension or extensions of an applicable deadline as necessary for
basic research purposes or for medical purposes.
44454. By regulation, the Board shall alter any deadline established
pursuant to Sections 44451 or 44452, in order to establish an earlier deadline,
if it finds that feasible and commercially practicable alternatives to
specific uses of Group I or Group II chemicals are earlier available.
44455. (a) By January 1, 1993, the Bureau of Automotive Repair shall
establish and administer a program mandating the installation and proper use
of approved refrigerant recycling equipment by any person who services
vehicular air conditioners, and enforcing the use of that equipment.
(b) As used in this Section and in Section 44451:
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(1) "Approved refrigerant recycling equipment" means equipment
that is approved by the Air Resources Board, in consultation with the Bureau of
Automotive Repair which will minimize the amount of Group I chemicals released
to the atmosphere; and
(2) "Vehicular air conditioner" means mechanical vapor compression
equipment used to cool the driver's or passenger compartment of
any motor vehicle, or the refrigerated compartment of a conunercial vehicle.
n,fd gera tion

44456. Nolhing in Part 7 or Part 8 of Division 26 shall be construed
to remove or diminish the obligations of any person under Chapter 6.6 of
Division 20 with regard to any substance to which Part 7 or Part 8 applies.
SECTION 16. Article 10.8 is added to Chapter 3 of Division 1 of Title
7 of the Government Code, to read:
ARTICLE 10.8.

COMI1ERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL TREE PLANTING

65592. (a) By December I, 1991, the Resources Agency shall adopt
regulations requiring that any rerson who constructs a project plant one tree
for each five hundred (500) square feet of such project.
(b) Such regulations shall provide for appropriate tree selection
that maximizes air quality benefits (including absorption of gases that may
contribute directly or indirectly to atmospheric warming), energy conservation,
and appropriate long term maintenance of the trees planted.
(c) The regulations shall also provide that tree planting shall be
done, in the following order of priority:
(1) On the site of the project;
(2) On private property, or along public streets, within five miles
of the site of the new development; or
(3) On public or private land, or along public streets, within the same
geographical area.
(d) ~he regulations shall further establish procedures for payment
of an appropriate fee to a locally designated agency, or other agency determined
by the Resources Agency, in lieu of planting and maintenance, to be used
solely for the planting and maintenance of trees.
(e) The regulations shall exempt any project of less than five hundred
(500) square feet of construction, and any project which involves remodeling
or replacement of a single family home, from the requirements of this Section.
SECTION 17.
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 are added to Part 2.5 of Division 4 of the
Public Resources Code, to read:
Chapter 5
Article 1
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4801. As used in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 of this Part, ·stand of ancient
redwood" means a forested area containing at least six trees per acre of the
species Sequoia sempervirens greater than 32 inches diameter at breast height
or greater than 175 years old.
Article 2
4802.

The Ancient Redwood Forest and Reforestation Fund is

hl::i.i.:by created.

4803. (a) Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, all
money deposited in the Ancient Redwood Forest and Reforestation Fund is hereby
continuously appropriated to the Wildlife Conservation Board, without regard
to fiscal years, for (1) acquisition of stands of ancient redwood; (2) for
grants to itself and to other public agencies, public land trusts or
nonprofit organizations, for urban forestry projects, as defined by Section
4799.09, and for their maintenance, or to establish, rehabilitate, maintain
or restore forest lands by reforestation, or for public planting or
maintenance or other appropriate rural forest resource improvement projects;
and (3) for associated administrative costs of the Board or other agency in
carrying out these programs. The Secretary of the Resources Agency may select
a Department within the Resources Agency, other than the Wildlife Conservation
Board, to administer the program established by subparagraph (2).
(b) No later than August 15, 1991, the Wildlife Conservation
Board shall establish, after public hearing, a priority list of
stands of ancient redwood which should be acquired by the
State of California. In establishing that list, the Board shall consider,
but not be limited to, whether the possible acquisition is threatened by
logging, would preserve an undisturbed stand of ancient redwood, provide a
representative example of the coastal redwood forest which previously existed,
provide critical habitat to plants and animals, provide opportunities for
public access, and whether it could be effectively managed to preserve its
values. The Board shall give highest priority to acquisition of the largest
remaining stands of ancient redwood (measured alone or in conjunction with
other contiguous acquisitions) never previously subject to timber harvesting.
As promptly as feasible after the establishment of the priority
list, but no later than November 7, 1991, the Board shall begin acquisition
of the stands of ancient redwood, with an aggregate market
value of two hundred million dollars ($200,000,000), by entering into
binding agreements for purchase or by initiating condemnation proceedings.
Upon acquisition, the stands shall be managed in perpetuity to preserve
their integrity and value as ancient redwood forest, free from logging, and
the Secretary of the Resources Agency may designate' such stands as
ecological preserves within the meaning of Section 1580 of the Fish and Game
Code, notwithstanding the provisions of Section 1582.
(c) Where the owner of a stand of ancient redwood designated for
acquisition is unwilling to sell voluntarily, the Board shall utilize the
eminent domain authority of the State of California to acquire the property
by eminent domain. In any case where the stand of ancient redwood designated
for acquisition is threatened by logging, and where the owner is unwilling to
sell voluntarily, the Board shall utilize the procedures for possession prior
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to judgment specified in Article 3 of Chapter 6 of Title 7 of Part 3 of the
Cude of Civil Procedure.
(d) In exercising such authority. the Board shall consider
alternatives to acquisition in fee. including easements. development rights,
life estates, leases and leaseback arrangements. to the extent that they may
result in acquisition of a greater amount of ancient redwood. but in
all CRses the stand of ancient redwood shall be preserved and shall not be
suhject to timber harvesting. Reference in Chapter 5 or Chapter 6 to the
iHi,;j d tion L1f slallLis uf clllcient n~uwouu meansac'lliisition uf fee simple title
or of lesser interests under this subsection.
Chapter 6
4804. Bonds in the total amount of three hundred million dollars
($300.000.000). exclusive of refunding bonds. or so nluch thereof as is
necessary. may be issued and sold to be used for carrying out the purposes
expressed in Section 4803 and to be used to reimburse the General Obligation
Bond Expense Revolving Fund pursuant to Section 16724.5 of the Government Code.
The bonds. when sold, shall be and constitute a valid and binding obligation of
the State of California. and the full faith and credit of the State of
California is hereby pledged for the punctual payment of both principal and
interest as they become due and payable.
4805. The proceeds of bonds and notes issued and sold pursuant to
this Chapter shall be deposited in the Ancient Redwood Forest and
Reforestation Fund created by Section 4802. Two hundred million dollars
($200.000.000) shall be allocated for the purposes of acquiring stands of
ancient redwood. and one hundred million dollars ($100.000.000) shall be
allocated for the remaining purposes specified by section 4803.
4806. The bonds authorized by this Chapter shall be prepared.
executed. issued. sold. paid. and redeemed as provided in the State General
Obligation Bond Law (Chapter 4 [commencing with Section 16720) of Part 3 of
Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government Code). and all provisions of that law
shall apply to the bonds and are hereby incorporated in this Chapter as though
set forth in full in this Chapter.
4807. (a) Solely for the purpose of authorizing the issuance and
sale. pursuant to the State General Obligation Bond Law. of the bonds authorized
by this Chapter. the Ancient Redwood Forest and Reforestation Finance
Committee is hereby created. and for purposes of this Chapter is "the committee"
as that term is used in the State General Obligation Bond Law. The committee
shall consist of the Controller. the Director of Finance. and the Treasurer,
or their designated representatives. The Treasurer shall serve as chairperson
of the co~mittee. A majority of the committee may act for the committee.
(b) For purposes of this Chapter and the State General Obligation Bond
Law, the Wildlife Conservation Board is hereby designated as "the board.~
4808. The committee shall act as expeditiously as is consistent with
generally accepted principles of fiscal prudence to enable the board to carry
out the purposes of Chapter 5. In so doing. the committee shall determine when
it is necessary or desirable to issue bonds authorized pursuant to this
Chapter in order to carry out the purposes of Chapter 5. and the amount of
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bonds to be issued and sold. Successive issues of bonds may be authorized and
sold to carry out those purposes progressively, and it is not necessary that
all of the bonds authorized to be issued be sold at anyone time.
4809. There shall be collected annually in the same manner and at the
same time as other state revenue is collected, in addition to the ordinary
reven\les of the state, a sum in an amount required to pay the principal of, and
interest on, the bonds each year. It is the duty of all officers charged by law
with any duty in regard to the collection of the revenue to do and perform each
allll L!vt:!ry act which is Ilece~H;al'y Lo cullect that additional sum.
4810. NotwiLllstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, there is
hereby appropriated from the General Fund, for the purposes of Chapter 5, an
amount that will equal the total of the following:
(a) The sum annually necessary to pay the principal of, and interest
on, bonds issued and sold pursuant to this Chapter, as the principal and
interest become due and payable.
(b) The sum which is necessary to carry out Section 4809, appropriated
without regard to fiscal years.
4811. For the purpose of carrying out Chapter 5, the Director of
Finance may authorize the withdrawal from the General Fund of an amount or
amounts not to exceed the amount of unsold bonds which have been authorized by
the committee to be sold for the purposes of carrying out those provisions. Any
amounts withdrawn shall be deposited in the fund created by Section 4802. Any
money made available under this section shall be returned to the General Fund
from money received from the sale of bonds which would otherwise be deposited in
the fund created by Section 4802.
4812. The board may request the Pooled Money Investment Board to make
a loan from the Pooled Money Investment Account in the General Fund, in
accordance with Section 16312 of the Government Code, to carry out Chapter 5.
The amount of the loan shall not exceed the amount of the unsold bonds which the
committee has, by resolution, authorized to be sold for the purposes of Chapter
5. The board shall execute any documents as required by the Pooled Money
Investment Board to obtain and repay the loan. Any amounts loaned shall be
deposited in the fund to be allocated in accordance with Chapters 5 and 6.
4813. All money derived from premium and accrued interest on bonds
sold shall be reserved and shall be available for transfer to the General Fund
as a credit to expenditures for bond interest.
4814. Any bonds issued or sold pursuant to this Chapter may be
refunded by the issuance of refunding bonds in accordance with Article 6
(commencing with Section 16780) of Chapter 4 of Part 3 of Division 4 of Title 2
of the Government Code. Approval by the electors of the state for the issuance
of the bonds shall include approval of th~ i_suance of any bonds issued "to.
refund any bonds originally issued or any previously issued refunding bonds.
4815. (a) Notwithstanding Section 16312 of the Government Code and
Section 4812, the interest on any loans made from the Pooled Money Investment
Account to the fund in order to carry out the purposes of Chapter 5 shall be paid
from the General Fund.
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(b) Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Governnlent Code, the amounts
required to be paid pursuant to sul~ivision (a) are hereby continuously
app~opriated from the General Fund.
(c) The appropriations for interest payments pursuant to subdivision
(b) are appropriations for debt service, as defilled in Section 8 of Article XIII
B of the California Constitution, and are therefore exempt from the
nrr~opriations limit set by that Article.

481fi. The People of the State of California hereby find and declare
that, since the proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized by this Part
are not "proceeds of taxes" as that term is used in Article XIII B of the
California Constitution, the disbursement of these proceeds is not subject to
the limitation imposed by that Article.
4817. It is the intent of the People of the State of California in
enacting Chapters 5 and 6 that the bond funds authorized by Chapter 6 shall not
be used to displace any existing sources of funds for the purposes authorized by
Section 4803.
Chapter 7
4818. Between November 7, 1990 and November 7, 1991, to the extent
constitutionally permissible, no logging shall occur, and no timber harvesting
plan authorizing such logging shall be approved, within any stand of ancient
redwood which, alone or in conjunction with any contiguous stand under public
ownership, measures ten (10) or more acres and which has never previously been
subject to timber harvesting.
4819. Any stand of ancient redwood may be logged only by using the
selection method. For purposes of this Section, "selection method" means a
silvicultural system in which continuous forest cover remains following
completion of logging operations, and in which the stand is at all times
composed of trees of various ages and sizes.
SECTION 18.

Public Contract Code Section 12161 is repealed.

SECTION 19.

Section 12161 is added to the Public Contract Code, to

read:
12161. For the purpose of this Article, "recycled paper product" means
all paper and woodpulp products containing postconsumer waste and secondary
waste materials as defined in this Section. "Postconsumer waste" means a
finished material which would normally be disposed of as solid waste, having
completed its life cycle as a consumer item. "Secondary waste" means
fragments of finished products or finished products of a manufacturing proc~ss
which has converted a virgin resource into a conmodity of real economic value
and includes postconsumer waste, but does not include fibrous waste generated
during the manufacturing process such as fibers recovered from waste water or
trimmings of paper machine rolls (mill broke), wood slabs, chips, sawdust or
other wood residue from a manufacturing process. "Recycled paper product" means
a paper product with not less than fifty percent of its total weight consisting
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of secondary and postconsumer waste with not less than ten percent of its
total weight consisting of postconsumer waste.
SECTION 20. Sections 12162, 12163, and 12168 of the Public Contract
Code are amended, to read:
12162.
(a) The department and other state agencies, in cOllsultation
with the board, shall revise Hs their procedures and specifications for state
purchases of paper products, to give preferenceT-wlH'Fe-f'easia;!,eT to the purchase
of pHper prqducts containing recycled paper as defined pursuallt to Section
12161.

I

(b) The department and other state agencies shall give preference to
the suppliers of recycled paper products as defined pursuant to Section 12161.
This preference shall be ~~-~e-5 lQ percent of the lowest bid or price quoted by
suppliers offering nonrecycled paper products. In bids in which the state has
reserved the right.to nlake multiple awards, the recycled paper preference
cost shall be applied, to the extent possible, so as to maximize the dollar
participation of recycled business in the contract award.
{e~--*he-eeffiSiReQ-affie~R~-ef-~~efe~eRee-g~aR£eQ-~~FS~aRt-te-this

seetieR-aRe-aRY-BtReF-~~evisieR-9f-Iaw-sRall-RBt-eKeeee-BRe-R~ReFee-tRB~SaRQ
eBlla~s-{SlggTggg1Y

{e1--NBtwi£RS£aRQiRg-s~seivisi9R-{S1T-aRe-S~sQivisieR-{a1-Bf-SeetisR
12198T-tRe-FeeyeleQ-~a~e~-8iQQeF-~FefeFeRee-sRall-RB£-eKeeeQ-fifty-tRs~saRa
QsllaFs-{SagTggg,-if-a-pFefeFeRee-eKeeeQiRg-tRat-affis~Rt-wB~le-pFeel~Qe-aR-awa~Q

£B-a-sffiall-s~siRess-that-effeFs-RBRFeeyeleQ-pa~e~-p~ee~ets-aRe-is-~~alifiee
iR-aeeeFaaRee-witR-See~ieR-148g8-ef-tRe-GeveFRmeR~-GeQeY--;Ri6-6~SQivi6ieR

sRall-ap~ly-eRly-wReR-tRe-sffiall-s~siRess-is-tRe-19west-Fesp9Rsisle-sieeeF-BF

is-eligisle-fBF-eBR£Faet-awaFe-sR-tRe-s8sis-ef-applieatiBR-ef-the-a-peFeeRt
small-s~siRess-pFefeFeReey

{e, l£l To encourage the use of postconsumer waste, the eepaFtmeRtls
specifications of the department and other state agencies shall require recycled
paper product contracts to be awarded to the bidder whose paper contains the
greater percentage of postconsumer waste if the fitness and quality and price
meet the requirements in Sections 12161 and 12162.
{f1 1£l The aepaFtffieRt procuring agencies shall set the following
goals for the purchasing of recycled paper products:
(1) By January 1, 1992, at least 35 percent of the total dollar
amount of paper products purchased or procured by the aepaFtmeRt procuring
agencies shall be purchased as a recycled paper product.
(2) By January 1, 1994, at least 40 percent of the total dollar
amount of paper products purchased or procured by the eepa~£ffieR~ procuring
agencies shall be purchased as a recycled paper product.
(3) By January 1, 1996, at least 50 percent of the total dollar
amount of paper products purchased or procured by the ee~aF~meRt procuring
agencies shall be purchased as a recycled paper product.
{g1

~

Procuring agencies shall report to the department on their
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progress in meeting the goals and shall submit to the department a detailed
plan to meet the goals. The department shall develop a uniform reporting
procedure by which agencies procuring products shall abide. If at any time a
goal has not been met, the department, in consultation with the board, shall
review procurement policies and shall make recon~endations for immediate
revision to ensure that each goal is met. RevisieRs-iRsIHseT-9Ht-aFe
Ret-limited-taT-£aisiRg-tke-pHFskasiRg-pFefeFenee-BRs-alteFiRg-the-eeals-feF
all-gt-eaeh-£eeyeleQ-~FeQH€tT--rhe-de~aFtffieRtT-in-eensHltatien-wilh-tke-seaFQT

"luI ~ 1- PH! seRt- it s-e9RelHsiflRS -aRQ- Fes9RUlleRea tieRS -9R- tkese- Fevi" iORS - 9f

II? Ie s - tofl- the - begl s la t:HFe- iR- toke -sera FtmeRt'.! fl-aRRHa l- FefflFt
pHtSHant-t9-SeetieR-1222§,
Prl'f-\:l'PIllPI1 t: -r~l

12163. (a) The director, in consultation with the board, shall
review the procurement specifications currently used by the department and
other state acencies in order to eliminateT-wkeFeveF-ee9Rflmleally
feasibleT discrilnination against the procurement of recycled paper products.
(b) The director, in consultation with the board, shall review the
recycled paper product content specifications at least annually to consider
increasing the percentage of recycled paper product in paper and woodpulp product
purchases. The director shall include his or her conclusions and
recommendations in the department's annual report pursuant to Section 12225.
(c) When contracting with the department for the sale of material
subject to this article, the contractor shall certify in writing to the
contracting officer or his or her representative that the material offered
contains the minimum percentage of recycled paper required by Section 12161
and shall specify the minimum, if not exact, percentage of secondary and
postconsumer waste in the paper products. The certification shall be
furnished under penalty of perjury.
(d) The department, in consultation with the board, shall establish
purchasing practices which, to the maximum extent economically feasible,
assure purchase of materials which may be recycled or reused when discarded.
(e) The department shall make every effort to eliminate purchases
of paper products deemed potential contaminants to the state's recycling
program pursuant to Section 12165.
12168. (a) Notwithstanding Sections 41074 and 41374 of the Public
Resources Code, FitRess fitness and quality being functionally e~yal adequate,
all local aRQ-state-~HBlis-ageReies-shall-~HFehase-FeeyeleQ-~a~eF-~FeQHets
iRsteaQ-ef-ReRFeeyeleQ-~a~eF-~FeQHets-waeReveF-availaBle-at-Re-meFe-taaR-the
leeal-~HBlie agencies
shall may give preference to the suppliers of recycled paper
products" including but not limited to printed recycled paper products
purchased or contracted for through commercial printers. This preference
shall be at least 10 percent of the lowest bid or price quoted by suppliers
offering nonrecycled paper products. For the purpose of this section,
"local agencies" means every city, county, city and county. school district~
and co~~unity college. All-leeal-~HBlie-ageReies-may-QefiRe-the-affieHRt-ef
this-~FefeFeRee,
In bids in which the local agency state has reserved the
right to make multiple awards, the recycled paper preference cost shall be
applied, to the extent possible, so as to maximize the dollar participation
of firms offering recycled paper in the contract award.
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tetal-eest-ef-ReRFeeyeleQ-~a~eF-~FeQHets,--All

(b~--~Re-€ambineQ-8ma~nt-af-~FefeFenees-gFanteQ-~YFSyant-ts-this

seetian-an9-any-atReF-pFavisians-af-law-shall-nat-exeeeQ-Rne-hyn9£es-thRYSand
Qella£s-t$lQQTQgg~~

(s~--NatwitRstaRdiRg-sybQivisien-{a~T-anQ-sybQivisian-(b~-af
Scpti~n-lalG2T-tRe-Feoyeled-papeF-bisdeF-pFefeFeRse-skall-net-exeee~-fifty

th8HUDnd-dallaF6-'S§gTQQQ~-if-a-pFefeFenee-eKeeeding-that-amaynt-w9yld
p~~~lyde-an-awaFd-ta-a-6ffiall-bysine66-tRat-affeFs-nanFeeyeled-papeF-p£ady€tB

8ml·- i B -tl ~al if ied-iR-acc~H'l:iance-wi tli- Sec tieR-14 g aB-af - the -GaveFRment -Gade ...
~his-~F9vis~an-6Rall-ap~ly-anly-wReR-tRe-small-bysiRess-is-the-lawest
Fes~an6ible-biQQeF-eF-is-eligible-fgF-€aRtFaet-awaFQ-an-tke-basis-af
appli€a~i9n-ef-tRe-§-~eFeent-bysinesS-~FefeFenee ...

(b) If a local agency can demonstrate that existing levels of
service have been or will be reduced because of financial obligations imposed
by this Section, they shall be entitled to receive reinlbursement and may
apply for reimbursement from the Integrated Waste Management Account for the
costs associated with this Section which are above those costs ordinarily
incurred for the procurement of paper products.
TITLE FIVE
SECTION 21.

Division 27 is added to the Public Resources Code, to read:

DIVISION 27.

BAY, ESTUARINE AND OCEAN WATER PROTECTION

Chapter 1.

Marine Resources Sanctuary

37010. A Marine Resources Sanctuary is hereby created which includes
all state marine bay, estuarine and ocean waters. To protect the Sanctuary and
its resources:
a) No state agency or official shall enter into any lease for the
extraction of oil or gas therefrom, unless the President of the United
States has found a severe energy supply interruption and has ordered
distribution of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve pursuant to 42 U. S. C. Section
624l(d), and the Governor of California finds that the energy resources of
the Sanctuary will contribute significantly to the alleviation thereof.
b) On and after January 1, 2000, no publicly owned treatment work shall
discharge pollutants to the waters of the Sanctuary without at least secondary
treatment, as defined by the federal Clean Water Act. No state agency or
official shall approve, reapprove or concur in a waiver of such a secondary
treatment requirement which would allow the discharge, after January 1, 2000,
of pollutants to the waters of the Sanctuary, without at least secondary
treatment.
37011. ~~ere necessary to maintain, protect or enhance the quality
of the waters of the Sanctuary or its resources. the State Lands Commission
or the California Coastal Commission may issue cease and desist orders
pursuant to the procedures of Government Code Sections 66637 through 65641,
with respect to any permit, lease, license or other approval or authorization
for any activity requiring a permit, lease, license or other approval or
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authorization, and may levy administrative civil fines pursuant to the
procedures and limitations of Government Code Sections 66641.5 through 66641.9.
The maximum liability for violation of any such cease and desist order shall
not exceed $25,000 per day. Any monies recovered hereunder by the State
Lands Conunission shall be deposited in the Land Bank Fund created by Section
8610, and any monies recovered hereunder by the California Coastal
Commission shall be subject to Section 30823.
Chapter 2.

Oil Spill Prevention and Cleanup

37020. A State Oil Spill Coordinating Conunittee is hereby created,
composed of the chairpersons of the California Coastal Commission and State
Lands Commission, and the Director of the Department of Fish and Game, or t.heir
designees, to coordinate compliance wit.h this Chapter.
37021. After January 1, 1992, no lease shall be issued or renewed for a
potential source of oil spills, which source is locat~d on granted or ungranted
tidelands, unless the State Lands Commission has adopted, by regulation, the
State Oil Spill Prevention Plan. The Plan shall:
a) Be applicable to all potential sources of oil spills which may
affect the Sanctuary and its resources;
b) Be implemented through regulatory and land use actions by all
agencies with jurisdiction over prevention measures identified in the Plan for
potential sources of oil spills not within the jurisdiction of the State Lands
Commission;
c) Specify the prevention measures applicable to potential sources of
oil spills including, but not limited to, requirements for the use of tugboat
escorts for tankers, establishment of emergency stations for disabled tankers,
and periodic inspections of potential sources of oil spills; and
d) Include requirements for financial responsibility applicable to
potential sources of oil spills operating in or adjacent to the Sanctuary.
37022. (a) By January 1, 1992, the California Coastal Commission, in
consultation with the State Lands Commission and the Department of Fish and
Game, shall specify requirements for oil spill contingency plans
for all potential sources of oil spills which may affect the Sanctuary
established by Chapter 1, to the extent not preempted or prohibited
by federal law.
(b) After January 1, 1992, no permit or approval required by state
or federal law from the California Coastal Commission or the San Francisco
Bay Conservation and Development Commission, for any development or activity
which may involve a potential source of an oil spill, shall be approved
unless an oil spill contingency plan has been approved by the appropriate
Commission.
(c) The requirements specified by the Commission pursuant to
subdivision (a) shall ensure that each oil spill contingency plan incorporates
the best available containment and cleanup technology and provides for
maximum possible protection of the Sanctuary and its resources.
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37023. By January 1. 1992, the California Coastal Commission shall
adopt regulations for the preparation of local government and port oil spill
contingency plans which shall be submitted to the Commission for certification
and which shall be incorporated into certified local coastal programs and port
master plans pursuant to the procedures of Chapters 6 and 8 of Division 20.
SECTION 22. Article 7 is added to Chapter 3 of Division 2 of the Fish
and Gome Code, to read:
ARTICLE 7.

OIL SPILL PREVENTION AND RESPONSE

1250. The Office of Oil Spill Response is hereby created in the
Department of Fish and Game which shall be responsible for, and direct, all
activities relating to oil spill response, including interagency coordination,
oil spill contingency training and implementation of oil spill contingency
plans. A Deputy Director of the Dcpartnlent of Fish and Game shall serve as
Administrator of the Office.
a) In the event of an oil spill into the waters of the state, the
Administrator is authorized to expend from the Fund created by Public
Resources Code Section 6230, such moneys as he or she deems necessary to
respond to the spill, assess the damage from the spill, restore the
affected resources, and make emergency loans to victims of the spill.
b) Any person responsible for the spilling or discharging of oil into
the waters of the state, and each of their agents or employees, shall comply with
directions of the Administrator regarding oil spill response, containment, and
cleanup, subject to the overriding authority of the United States Coast Guard.
Failure to comply with any such directions shall result in civil liability
of the responsible party to the State of California of not less than ten
thousand dollars ($10,000) nor more than two hundred fifty thousand dollars
($250,000) per day.
c) The Administrator shall have sole state authority over the use
of dispersants and any oil spill clean up agents in connection with an oil
spill or discharge, consistent with the regulations adopted pursuant to Water
Code Section 13169.
d) The Administrator, in coordination with the California Coastal
Commission, State Lands Commission and the United States Coast Guard shall carry
out periodic announced and unannounced oil spill drills which shall ensure
compliance with, and ability to implement, oil spill contingency plans and
state interagency plans adopted pursuant to Government Code Section 8574.1.
SECTION 23.
8574.1.

Section 8574.1 of the

Gover~~ent

Code is amended, to read:

~R-aQQi~ieR-~e-aRy-e~ReF-a~~ReFi~y-eeRfeFFeQ-~peR-~Re-GeveFReF

By-tRis-GRa~teFT-tRe-GeveFReF-may-estaBlisR-a-state-eil-s~ill-eeRtiRgeRey-~laR

The Governor shall establish a
State Interagency Oil Spill Contingency Plan pursuant to the provisions of
this Article, Division 7.8 of the Public Resources Code, and Division 2 of
Chapter 3 of Article 7 of the Fish and Game Code. The Plan shall be
reviewed every two years and modified as appropriate.
~~Fs~aRt-te-tRe-~FevisieRs-ef-tRis-aFtiele~
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SECTION 24. Chapter 3.5 of Part 1 of Division 6 is added to the Public
Resources Code, to read:
Chapter 3.5.

Oil Spill Prevention and Response Fund

6230. The Oil Spill Prevention and Response Fund is hereLy created.
All money collected pursuant to Section 6232 shall be deposited in the Fund.
62jl. (a) Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, all
money deposited in the Oil Spill Prevention and Response Fund is hereby
continuously appropriated to the Office of Oil Spill Response and the
Administrator thereof, without regard to fiscal years, for the purposes
specified by Fish and Game Code section 1250(a). The Legislature shall
appropriate monies in the Fund, only as follows:
(1) The State Lands Commission, the California Coastal Comnission,
and the Department of Fish and Game, shall each receive five percent (5%) of
the Fund in the first year in which monies become available for expenditure
from the Fund, four percent (4%) of the Fund in the second year, three percent
(3%) of the Fund in the third year, two percent (2%) of the Fund in the fourth
year, and one percent (1%) of the Fund in the fifth and each succeeding year
thereafter, to be used as necessary to develop, implement and administer the
responsibilities imposed by Chapter 2 of Division 27 of the Public Resources
Code, by Article 7 of Chapter 3 of Division 2 of the Fish and Game Code, and
by this Chapter.
(2) The amount appropriated to each agency pursuant to subdivision
(a)(I) shall not exceed two and one-half million dollars ($2,500,000) annually,
unless the Legislature determines otherwise.
(3)

Monies in the Fund shall not be reappropriated.

(4) All amounts appropriated pursuant to this Section which are not
encumbered within the period prescribed by law shall revert to the Fund.
(b) Any appropriations made pursuant to this Section shall be used only
for the purposes expressed, shall be used to supplement current levels of
funding, and shall not be used to displace any existing sources of funds
for the purposes authorized.
6232. The State Lands Commission shall be responsible for collecting
and administering the Oil Spill Prevention and Response Fund.
a) The Commission shall impose an oil spill prevention and response
fee on each barrel of oil delivered to marine terminals by tanker, or through
pipeline across, through or under state waters. That fee shall be commensurate
with the oil spill risk posed by the method of transportation and volume of. oil
transported, but shall not in any case exceed twenty-five cents ($0.25) per
barrel. No fee shall be imposed on any oil owned by a public entity.
b) The fee shall be assessed at a rate sufficient for the Fund to
reach five hundred million dollars ($500,000,000) within six (6) years, at
which point it shall be considered fully funded and equivalent to the oil spill
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risks posed. The fee shall be adjusted annually to ensure that the Fund
remains within 15% of its fully funded level. Any and all interest collected
shall be retained in the Fund.
c) The Attorney General shall bring appropriate actions to recover
from responsible parties expenditures from the Fund, and in successful
proceedings shall be entitled to costs and attorney's fees.
d) The State Lands Commission is authorized to reduce the size of the
Fund required by suhdivision (b) to a level it determines appropriRte, if
federal or s-tate legislation enacted after October 10, 1989, establishes a
similar fund, and if the Commission finds, after public hearing, that the
federal or state legislation and fund are sufficient to provide at least the
level of protection for marine resources and the People of the State of
California required by state law.
6233. For purposes of this Chapter, Division 27 of this Code, and
Section 1250 of the Fish and Game Code:
(a) "Potential source of oil spills" means any facility of any kind,
other than a tanker, which is or can be used for the purpose of exploring for,
drilling for, producing, storing, handling, transferring, processing, refining
or transporting oil including, but not limited to, marine terminals used for
transferring oil to or from tankers, offshore pipelines, offshore oil
exploration rigs and platforms, and development and production rigs and
platforms.
(b) "Oil" means any kind of petroleum, liquid hydrocarbons, or petroleum
products or any fraction or residues therefrom.
(c) "Operator" has the same meaning as "responsible person" as defined
in Harbors and Navigation Code Section 294(g)(7)(B).
(d) "Responsible person" has the same meaning as in Harbors and
Navigation Code Section 294(g)(7).
(e) "Tanker" means a vessel, including but not limited to, oilers and
barges, whether or not self-propelled, constructed or adapted for the carriage
of oil in bulk or in commercial quantities as cargo.
6234. The People of the State of California hereby find and declare
that, since the oil spill prevention and response fee imposed pursuant to this
Chapter is a fee which is directly related to and will not exceed the costs
which the State will reasonably bear in responding to and preventing oil
spills, the disbursement of the proceeds of the fee in the manner specified
is not subject to the limitation imposed by Article XIII B of the California
Constitution.
SECTION 25.
read:

Section 30232.5 is added to the Public Resources Code, to

30232.5. Notwithstanding Section 30260, oil shall be transported
by land pipeline unless the applicant establishes and the Commission finds:
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a) Transportation by pipeline is not feasible, or will not be feasible
within a reasonable period of time because of pipeline unavailability,
inadequate capacity, or unreasonable tariffs;
b) Pipeline transportation has greater adverse environmental effects;
All alternative pipeline routes and methods have been considered;

c)

lIlil..i.~dled

d) The environmental impacts of the alternative transportation mode are
to the maximum extent feasible; and
I

e) The applicant has made an enforceable commitment to use a pipeline
as soon as operational and available.
SECTION 26.

Chapter 5.7 is added to the Water Code, to read:
Chapter 5.7.

Water Quality Protection

13397. The most protective water quality criteria for toxic pollutants
developed by the Environmental Protection Agency pursuant to Section 304(a)
of the federal Clean Water Act are hereby adopted as water quality objectives,
except where the Environmental Protection Agency approves a standard submitted
by the State pursuant to Section 303 of the Clean Water Act, or where the State
has adopted a more stringent standard pursuant to this Division.
13397.5. By January 1, 1993, sediment quality objectives, as
defined by Section 13391.5(d), for toxic pollutants specified by Section
13392.6(a), shall be adopted as water quality standards for the state's marine
bay, estuarine and coastal waters. Those standards shall ensure the full
protection of public health and recreational values, and the full protection
and propagation of fish. shellfish and their habitat.
13397.6. (a) The state board shall develop a statewide monitoring
program to assess water and sediment quality and the biological health of
marine bay, estuarine and ocean waters. The Board shall report biennially
to the Governor and the Legislature on the water and sediment quality of
such waters, and the health of marine resources. Each such report
shall provide a descriptive and numerical comparative analysis of each bay,
estuarine. and coastal water area from the status at the time of the prior
report.
(b) Each regional board shall develop specific plans for full
protection of public health and recreational values, and for the full protection
and propagation of fish, shellfish and their habitat in the state's marine bay,
estuarine and ocean waters. In developing such plans, the regional boards shall
ensure full public participation of all interested parties.
13397.7. (a) By June 1, 1992. unless earlier required by federal·or
state law, the regional boards and the board shall establish total maximum
daily loads, load allocations, and waste load allocations, as required by the
federal Clean Water Act. for toxic pollutants which address all point and
nonpoint industrial, municipal, agricultural, and other sources of discharge
into any marine bay, estuarine or ocean waters. By June 1, 1994. unless
earlier required by federal or other state law, the regional boards shall implement
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such total maximum daily loads, load allocations and waste load allocations,
through the issuance or amendment of waste discharge requirements. The
requirements shall include specific discharge limits sufficient to satisfy
the load allocations and waste load allocations, and shall also include an
adequate margin of safety that reflects any lack of knowledge about pollutant
sources and attainment of water quality standards and policies. The regional
bn:1n)s shall periodically revise such limits.
(b) If the water quality standards for any toxic pollutant are not
met for any marine hay, estuarine, or ocean waters, and if the regional boards
have not implemented the total maximum daily loads, load allocations, and waste
load allocations within the required deadlines, then the regional boards shall
be prohibited from issuing or amending any waste discharge requirement that
increases the discharge of that pollutant into any such water.
13397.8. The state board shall require each coastal county to
develop and submit, by January I, 1994, for state board approval a comprehensive
stormwater management and control plan for existing and new development.
The plan shall include implementation, funding and enforcenlent components
designed to minimize runoff to bay, estuarine and ocean waters.
13398. (a) On and after January I, 1992, a permittee shall submit
a pollution prevention audit for review by the appropriate regional board
prior to the issuance or renewal of:
(1) Any local waste water discharge permit to an industrial user
discharging 25,000 gallons or more daily into a publicly owned treatment works;
(2) Such permits for users with a lesser discharge as required by the State
Board or a regional board; or
(3) A permit issued pursuant to Chapter 5.5 of the Water Code,
except one issued to a publicly owned treatment works.
(b) The board shall, in consultation with other appropriate
agencies, determine whether the audit contains the information required by
this Section and whether it demonstrates by clear and convincing evidence that
a reasonable effort is being made to prevent pollution, and the board shall
require any necessary revisions.
(c) Progress towards implementation of the audit shall be an
enforceable condition of any permit specified in subdivision (a).
(d)

Each such audit shall:

(1) Identify all routinely discharged pollutants suspected of
contributing to water quality degradation, standards violations, or adverse
impacts on beneficial uses, and all in-plant activities, processes or
operations which are the sources thereof; and
(2) Include for each such pollutant all of the following:
(a) ~~ estimate of the mass quantity discharged from each source
identified in (d)(l) and the amount entering and exiting each treatment unit
within the plant;
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(b) An evaluation of the pollution prevention measures available
and in-plant recycling and the degree to which each will prevent pollution and
is technically feasible and economically practicable;
(c) Based thereon, a specification of the measures that will be
implpmented by the discharger, and a factual showing, based on clear and
c0nvincing evidence, why any available measure was not implemented; and

(d) A schedule for implementation.
(e) For purposes of this Section, ·pollution prevention measures·
nleans input changes, product reformulation, process operations improvements,
process equipment improvements, and in-process recycling.
(f) The regional board and any other agency reviewing
such an audit shall protect from public disclosure any audit information which
is a trade secret within the meaning of Section 6254.7(d) of the Govern~ent
Code, providing that (1) a claim of confidentiality is made at the time the
audit is submitted and (2) accepting the claim of confidentiality would not be
inconsistent with the requirements for state programs or publicly owned
treatment works programs implementing the federal Clean Water Act or acts
which amend or supplement that Act.
13398.5. Publicly owned treatment works shall establish technical
assistance programs to assist their industrial dischargers that discharge
less than 25,000 gallons daily, in the development of pollution prevention
audits consistent with the requirements of Section 13398. Publicly owned
treatment works may revise their industrial discharge fees to fund such
programs.
13399. The state board shall adjust and increase
its schedule of permit fees applicable to all direct and indirect industrial
and commercial dischargers, which are assessed and collected annually. The
schedule of fees, as adjusted, shall be increased in an amount sufficient to
fund the responsibilities of the board and regional boards under this Chapter
and the responsibilities of the Department of Health Services pursuant to
Article 10.1 of Chapter 2 of Part I of Division I of the Health and Safety
Code, shall create incentives to reduce pollutant discharge, and shall be
based on the total number of dischargers assessed fees, the relative amount
and toxicity of pollutants discharged, and such other factors that the Board
finds necessary; provided, however, that the increase in the amount of fees
required by this Section shall not exceed two million dollars.
SECTION 27. Article 10.1 is added to Chapter 2 of Part 1 of Division
1 of the Health and Safety Code, to read:
ARTICLE 10.1. MARINE RESOURCES AND HUMAN HEALTH STANDARDS
427.10. The State Department of Health Services shall take all
necessary actions to identify threats to public health from contaminated fish,
and from waters that pose a public health threat to swimmers or beach users,
and shall take all necessary steps to warn and protect the public from such
threats to public health.
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427.11. (a) By December 31, 1991, the Director shall adopt, by
regulation, based on clear and convincing evidence, health based standards for
poisonous or deleterious substances, as defined in Section 26520, including, but
not limited to, aldrin, dieldrin, benzine hexachloride, chlordane, DDT, endrin,
heptachlor and heptachlor epoxide, PCB's, heavy metals, mercury, dioxins,
copper, lead, zinc, toxaphene, and bacterial and viral contaminants, in fish and
sll~l]fish, and other marine life used for food, in accordance with the standards
spc(:ified for pesticides in Section 26906(b). If, however, the presence of
pcn-nsive, unavoidable environmental contaminants exceeds those standards, the
consequcnce~ of the application of those standards on the availability of an
adequate, wholesome, and economical marine food supply shall be considered, and
those standards shall be modified accordingly; provided that, this exception
shall be strictly construed to protect the public health, while recognizing
the uncontrollable nature of the presence of those contaminants.
(b) The Department shall, in cooperation with the Department of Fish
and Galne, exercise all powers available under Division 21 of this Code, and
shall take all appropriate actions to prevent human consumption of fish
containing substances in excess of the standards established by subsection (a),
including the closure of specific areas or the prohibition of the taking of
species within specific areas in sport or commercial fishing.
(c)
The standards adopted pursuant to subdivision (a) shall be valid
for no longer than seven years from the date of adoption. All those standards
shall be reviewed by the Director five years following the date of adoption
to determine if there has been a reduction, or increase, in the persistence
or pervasiveness of each environmental contaminant. All standards shall be
revised accordingly. Proposed regulations revising or continuing the standards
shall be promulgated six months prior to the expiration date of any applicable
standards. Each revision or continuation of a standard shall be supported
by clear and convincing evidence.

427.12. (a) By January I, 1992, the Department, in cooperation with
the State Water Resources Control Board, shall develop and adopt safe statewide
water quality standards for swimmers and beach users for marine bay, estuarine,
and coastal waters utilizing both coliform bacterium and enterococci bacterium
as indicators. In developing standards, the Department shall also consider
the protection of children and the risks associated with viruses.
(b) Any body of water found to exceed such standards shall, in
addition to the requirements of Section 427.5, i~mediately be posted with a
public health warning by the public health official having jurisdiction
over such area. The area shall remain posted until such time as the standard
is complied with.
(c) If any body of water exceeds these standards for thirty (30) or
more days per year, the public health official having jurisdiction over such area
shall post a permanent health warning notifying the public of the chronic _
contamination. The public health official shall report chronic contamination
postings to the regional water quality control board in whose jurisdiction
the body of water is located. The warnings may be removed only when the body
of water experiences less than thirty (30) days per year of chronic

contamination.
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427.13. Nothing in this Article shall be construed to remove
or diminish the obligations of any person under Chapter 6.6 of Division 20
with regard to any substance to which this Article applies.
TITLE SIX
SECTION 28.
to read:

Chapter 3.5 is added to Title 2 of the Government Code,
Chapter 3.5

Environmental Advocate

12260. (a) The Office of the Environmental Advocate is hereby
created. There is in state government an Environmental Advocate,
who shall administer the Office of the Envirorunental Advocate. The
Environmental Advocate shall be elected in the General Election of 1992 in
the same manner as the Governor, for a term of two years, and thereafter for
a term of four years.
(b) The Office of the Environmental Advocate shall have all the
proper powers of a Department of the executive branch.
(c) The Environmental Advocate shall advocate the proper
implementation of the Environmental Protection Act of 1990, and the full
and complete enforcement of all the laws of the State of California
relating to environmental protection and public health. The Environmental
Advocate shall conduct oversight investigations, studies and any other
analyses appropriate to ensure compliance with such laws. The Environmental
Advocate shall also recommend to private parties, the Governor, the
Legislature, the United States Congress and all appropriate
agencies policies and actions to ensure environmental protection and public
health.
(d) The California Council on Environmental Quality is hereby
created, as part of the Office of the Environmental Advocate. The
Governor shall appoint six members to the Council, subject to
Senate confirmation, each for a term ending January 1, 1993, and the Director
of the Department of Health Services shall serve as chairperson until that
date. Upon election of the Environmental Advocate, the Advocate shall appoint
six members to the Council, subject to Senate confirmation, for two year terms,
and the Advocate shall serve as chairperson. Each member of the Council
shall have significant expertise on questions of environmental protection and
public health, and the Council shall include representatives of the
University of California and the California State Universities. Each member
shall serve without compensation, but shall be reimbursed for actual and
necessary expenses incurred in the performance of his or her duties to the
extent that reimbursement is not otherwise provided by another public agency or
agencies, and shall also receive one hundred dollars ($100) for each full
day of attending meetings of the Council. Each member of the Council shall
be subject to Chapter 7 of Title 9 of the Government Code.
(e) The Council shall issue periodic reports on the state of the
environment and shall evaluate the state's progress towards meeting the
requirements of the Environmental Protection Act of 1990.
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(f)

The Council shall also:

(1) Administer a competitive grants program for applied
research and extension on alternatives to pesticides in agriculture, including
interdisciplinary projects on alternative farming systems, methods, processes
and technologies;
(2) Administer a competitive grants program for applied research
on development of alternatives and other methods for compliance with Titles 4
and 5 of th~ Environmental Protection Act of 1990, and for methods of source
reduction of toxic chemicals in the State.
(g) All public agencies of the State of California shall cooperate
with the Environmental Advocate and shall provide information to the
Environmental Advocate upon request necessary to carry out his or her duties.
(h) The Legislature may assign additional responsibilities to the
Environmental Advocate, consistent with this Section. The Governor and
Legislature shall appropriate funds and provide personnel to the Office of
the Environmental Advocate sufficient for the Environmental Advocate to
meet the requirements of this Section.
(i) The Advocate, in his or her name, is authorized to bring or
intervene in any legal or other proceeding to ensure compliance with the
Environmental Protection Act of 1990 or other laws enacted to protect the
environment and public health. Before undertaking any such action, the
Advocate shall initiate all appropriate means to resolve the matter informally,
by conferring with all the affected parties. To the extent the Attorney
General also has the authority to take such action, the Advocate shall give
sixty (60) days notice of the proposed action, and may proceed thereafter only
if the Attorney General declines to proceed. If the Attorney General elects
to initiate, or intervene in, the proposed proceeding, the Advocate may
thereafter intervene therein, as a matter of right. However, the requirement
for a sixty (60) day notice shall be inapplicable in situations where
earlier action is necessary to achieve compliance, but in all such cases
the Advocate shall confer with the Attorney General prior to filing.

(j) The salary of the Environmental Advocate shall be as specified
and determined by Government Code Section 11552.5.

(k) Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, the sum of
seven hundred fifty thousand dollars ($750,000) is hereby appropriated from the
General Fund to the Office of the Environmental Advocate for operations during
fiscal year 1992-1993.
(1) Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, the sum of
forty million dollars ($40,000,000) is continuously appropriated from the
General Fund to the Office of the Environmental Advocate, without regard" to
fiscal years, for the grants programs specified in subdivision (f), to be
allocated equally between the purposes specified in subdivision (f)(l) and
those specified in subdivision (f)(2). Until the Environmental Advocate is
elected, no more than twenty five ?ercent (25%) of such grant funds may be
awarded.
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TITLE SEVEN
SECTION 29.

Division 13.2 is added to the Public Resources Code, to read:

DIVISION 13.2.

ENFORCEMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
ACT OF 1990

21180. (a) In addition to any other remedy available at law or in
equity, nny provision of the Environmental Protection Act of 1990 that requires
or fnrl)ids a private party to take or refrain from action directly affecting the
environment 'or human health may be enforced pursuant to this section. Any
person, including any governmental agency, who has violated, is violating, or
is threatening to violate any such provision may be enjoined, and a civil
penalty may be imposed, in any court of competent jurisdiction.
(b) An action pursuant to this section may be brought by the Attorney
General in the name of the People of the State of California, or by any district
attorney, or by any city attorney of a city or city and county having a
population in excess of 750,000, or with the consent of the district attorney by
any city attorney or city prosecutor.
(c) An action pursuant to this section may be brought by any person
acting in the public interest if: (1) the action is commenced more than sixty
days after the person has given written notice of the violation which is the
subject of the action to the Attorney General and the district attorney and any
city attorney in whose jurisdiction the violation is alleged to occur, and to
the alleged violator: and (2) none of such public officials has commenced and is
diligently prosecuting an action against such violation. The limitations
specified in this subsection do not apply to an action brought against a
governmental agency or official.
(d) If a public official undertakes a prosecution pursuant to
the written notice described in subdivision (c)(l), before the noticing party
brings an action under subdivision (c), the person who gav~ the notice shall
be permitted to intervene in the action on such terms as the court finds
appropriate.
(e) The Legislature shall establish appropriate penalties, civil
and criminal, for violations of the provisions of the Act for which a penalty
is not specified. These penalties need not be uniform. These penalties
shall provide that in any civil action brought pursuant to subdivision (c)
any prevailing plaintiff and intervenor shall be entitled to share in an
appropriate portion of any civil penalty imposed, as well as appropriate
attorney's fees authorized by any other provision of law. An intervenor may
receive attorney's fees upon a finding by the court that the efforts of the
intervenor substantially assisted the court in reaching a just resolution
of the case. In such event, the court shall divide the portion of civil
penalties awarded, and shall award attorney's fees, taking into account the
respective contributions of the parties to the success of the action and" the
need for intervention.
21181. All laws and regulations of this State designed to protect
the food supply or environment, including this Act, shall be liberally
construed to achieve those purposes.
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TITLE EIGHT
SECTION 30.

Governor's Responsibility

The Governor is accountable to the People of the State of California
for the complete, timely and effective implementation of this Act. The
Gov~l·nor shall therefore Rlulually report to the People ~n the status of
implementation, beginning October 15, 1991.
TITLE NINE
SECTION 31.

Technical Matters

(a) If any provision of this Act, or the application of that
provision to any person or circumstances, is held invalid, the remainder of this
Act, to the maximum extent it can be given effect, or the application of that
provision to persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is held
invalid, shall not be affected thereby, and to this end the provisions of this
Act are severable.
(b) This Act shall be liberally construed and applied in order to fully
promote its underlying purposes, so that if more than one construction of a
particular provision is possible, the one which more fully accomplishes the
purposes of this Act shall be applicable.
(c) No provision of this Act shall be amended by the Legislature,
except to further its purposes by a statute passed by each house by roll call
vote entered in the journal with two-thirds of each membership concurring, if at
least fourteen days prior to passage in each house the bill is in its final
form, or by a statute that becomes effective only when approved by the
electorate.
(d) Any regulation adopted by an agency, department or official
charged with enforcing any provision of this Act is not subject to Article
6 of Chapter 3.5 of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code.
Any such regulation shall include a statement as to the basis upon which it
is predicated.
(e) All references to statutes or regulations in this Act are to the
text thereof in effect October 10, 1989, unless changes to those statutes or
regulations further the purpose of this Act. In that event, this Act shall
be interpreted to refer to the amended statute or regulation.
(f) Nothing in this Act shall diminish any legal obligation
otherwise imposed by common law, statute or regulation, nor enlarge any defense
in any action to enforce that legal obligation. Any penalties or sanctions
imposed under this Act shall be in addition to any penalties or sanction~
otherwise prescribed by law.
(g) For purposes of this Act, "person" shall have the same meaning
as in Section 26024 of the Health and Safety Code, and shall also include the
United States, and its agencies and officials to the extent constitutionally
permissible.
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,
(h) (1) Any action or proceeding to attack, review, set aside, void
or annul a determination, finding, or decision, including a failure to act, of
any public agency, made as a result of a proceeding in which by law a hearing
is required to be given, evidence is required to be taken and discretion in
the determination of facts is vested in the agency, on the grounds of noncompliance with the provisions of this Act, shall be in accordance with
Section 1094.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure. In any such action, the court
shall not exercise its independent judgment on the evidence, but shall
only determine whether the act or decision is supported by substantial
evidence in light of the whole record.
(2) In an action other than one under subdivision (I), the inquiry
shall extend only to whether there was a prejudicial abuse of discretion.
Abuse of discretion is established if the agency has not proceeded in a manner
required by law or if the determination or decision is not supported by
substantial evidence.

1## # #

(As revised, November 17, 1989)
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01/11/91 480 NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
14:24:40 1. ALAMEDA
2. ALPINE
REQUIRED:
3. AMADOR
372,178
4. BUTTE
5. CALAVERAS
6. COLUSA
95%
357,570
7. CONTRA COSTA
8. DEL NORTE
110%
9. EL DORADO
10. FRESNO
409,396
11. GLENN
12. HUMBOLDT
CURRENT STATUS 13. IMPERIAL
14. INYO
552,369 15. KERN
148.4% 16. KINGS
OF REQUIRED 17. LAKE
58.9% 18. LASSEN
OF RAW 19. LOS ANGELES
20. MADERA
21. MARIN
22. MARIPOSA
23. MENDOCINO
24. MERCED
25. MODOC
26. MONO
27. MONTEREY
28. NAPA
29. NEVADA
30. ORANGE
31. PLACER
32. PLUMAS
33. RIVERSIDE
34. SACRAMENTO
35 . SAN BEN ITO
36. SAN BERNARDINO
37. SAN DIEGO
38. SAN FRANCISCO
39. SAN JOAQUIN
40. SAN LUIS OBISPO
41. SAN MATEO
42. SANTA BARBARA
43. SANTA CLARA
44. SANTA CRUZ
45. SHASTA
46. SHASTA
47. SISKIYOU
48. SOLANO
49. SONOMA
50. STANISLAUS
51. SUTTER
52. TEHAMA
53. TRINITY
52. TULARE
55. TUOLUMNE
56. VENTURA
57. YOLO
58, YUBA
TOTAL

RAW COUNT
RANDOM SAMPLE
53,294
2,664
1
1
71
71
1,670
500
47
47
25
25
12,917
646
3

3

o

o

1,654
32
2,844
156
24
4,632
58
55
10
213,973
65
8,869
32
486
219

500
32
500
156
24
500
58
55
10
10,698
65
500
32
486
219

1

17
8,403
1,784

396
79,488
1,625
14
41,585
41,552
99

58,459
96,923
43,565
4,366
3,228
19,651
25,784
61,544
22,078
98
12
34
1,108
10,179
1,531
566
40
23
276
57
14,281
4,619
76
938,424

17
500
500
396
3,974
500
14
2,079
2,078
99
2,923
4,846
2,260
500
500
983
1,289
3,077
1,104
98
12
34
500
509
500
501
40
23
276
57
714
500
76

VALID SIGS. NOT SUFF. DUP. DUP. PROJECTED
%
1,735
929
0
34,709 200.0%
1
0 0 1 100.0%
38
33
53.5%
38
330
170
0
1,102
66.0%
26
21
0
26
55.3%
13
12
0
13
52.0%
485
161
3
8,560
66.3%
2
66.7%
o
2
o
o 0
o
ERR
362
138
2
1,182
71.5%
16
16
0
16
50.0%
380
120
2
2,108
74.1
97
59
0
97
62.2%
13
11
0
13
54.2%
286
214
2,573
55.5%
35
23
0
35
60.3%
34
21
0
34
61.8%
7
3
0
7
70.0%
7,494
3,204 19
142,668
66.7%
36
29
0
36
55.4%
369
131
0
6,545
73.8%
21
11
0
21
65.6%
343
143
3
343
70.6%
156
63
0
156
71.2%
o
o
o
0.0%
14
3
0
14
82.4%
316
184
0
5,311
63.2%
316
1,127
184
0
63.2%
305
91
1
305
77.0%
3,728
1,246
8
51,520
64.8%
392
108
0
1,274
78.4%
8
6
0
8
57.1%
1,501
578
4
28,500
68.5%
1,413
665
4
26,740
64.4%
57
42
2
57
57.6%
2,034
889
2
39,920
68.3%
3,357
64,860
1,489
6
66.9%
1,677
26,338
583 17
60.5%
2,593
297
203
0
59.4%
1,957
314
186
2
60.6%
707
276
0
72.0%
14,140
12,480
681
608
3
48.4%
2,073
1,004
4
39,940
64.9%
718
13,220
386
3
59.9%
54
55.1%
44
0
54
3
9
0
3
25.0%
23
11
0
23
67.6%
352
148
0
780
70.4%
350
159
3
5,860
57.6%
356
1,077
144
2
70.3%
372
129
0
420
74.2%
21
19
0
21
52.5%
21
2
0
91.3%
21
205
71
1
205
74.3%
31
26
31
54.4%
o
512
202
10,240
71.7%
o
325
3,002
175
o
65.0%
43
33
o
43
56.6%
552,369

480 NATURAL ENVIRONMENFILED PET.
W/COUNTY
4/26
1. ALAMEDA
4/26
2. ALPINE
5/9
3. AMADOR
4/26
4. BUTTE
4/26
5. CALAVERAS
4/26
6. COLUSA
4/26
7. CONTRA COSTA
4/26
8. DEL NORTE
4/26
9. EL DORADO
4/26
10. FRESNO
4/26
11. GLENN
4/26
12. HUMBOLDT
4/26
13. IMPERIAL
4/26
14. INYO
4/27
15. KERN
4/26
16. KINGS
4/26
17. LAKE
4/26
18. LASSEN
4/26
19. LOS ANGELES
4/26
20. MADERA
21. MARIN
4/26
4/26
22. MARIPOSA
4/26
23. MENDOCINO
4/26
24. MERCED
25. MODOC
26. MONO
4/26
27. MONTEREY
4/27
28. NAPA
29. NEVADA
4/25
4/26
30. ORANGE
4/26
31. PLACER
4/26
32. PLUMAS
4/26
33. RIVERSIDE
4/26
34. SACRAMENTO
4/26
35. SAN BEN ITO
36. SAN BERNARDINO
5/3
4/26
37. SAN D.I EGO
4/26
38. SAN FRANCISCO
39. SAN JOAQUIN
4/26
40. SAN LUIS OBISPO 4/26
4/27
41. SAN MATEO
4/26
42. SANTA BARBARA
4/26
43. SANTA CLARA
4/26
44. SANTA CRUZ
45. SHASTA
46. SIERRA
4/26
47. SISKIYOU
48. SOLANO
4/26
49. SONOMA
5/8
50. STANISLAUS
4/26
51. SUTTER
4/26
52. TEHAMA
4/26
53. TRINITY
54. TULARE
4/26
55. TUOLUMNE
4/26
56. VENTURA
4/30
57. YOLO
4/26
58. YUBA

SOS REC'DRANDOM
RAW CT NOTICE
5/4
5/16
4/27
5/24
5/24
5/4
5/2
5/22
5/20
5/2
5/18
5/4
5/8
4/30
4/26
5/12
5/11
5/26
4/30
5/10
5/9
5/14
5/11
5/1
4/26
4/30
5/11
5/18
5/15
5/14
4/10
5/15
5/9
4/30
4/27
5/3
5/7
4/30
5/11
5/7
5/14
4/30
4/26
5/21
5/17
5/18
5/21
4/26
4/30
5/22
5/24
5/21
5/15
4/27
5/21
4/30
5/23
5/14
5/11
5/8
5/7
4/30
4/27
5/24
5/21
5/17
5/15
5/14
5/10
5/24
5/22
5/18
5/10
5/11
6/14
5/18
4/17
5/22
5/17
5/22
5/18
5/7
5/23
5/21
5/15
6/19
6/18
4/30
5/22
5/7
5/2
5/22
5/21
5/16
5/17
5/1
5/8
5/18
5/16
5/15
4/27
5/15
5/18
5/2
4/26
5/14
5/11
5/1
4/27
5/18
5/15
5/21
5/18
5/20
5/22

CO TO MAIL
CERT TO SOS
5/9
5/9
5/8
5/8
4/18
4/18
5/8
5/9
4/18
5/9
5/9
5/9
5/9
5/8
5/15
5/8
5/11
5/10
5/8
5/9
5/9
5/9
6/26
6/25
6/25
6/25
6/25
5/9
5/9
5/9
5/9

REC'D CERT
FR. CO.
5/30
5/29
5/29
5/9
5/9
5/29
5/30
5/9
5/30
5/30
5/30
5/30
5/29
6/6
5/29
5i30
5/14
5/29
5/14
5/11
5/10
6/19
6/25
6/7
6/19
6/25
5/10
5/10
5/11
5/10

5/9
5/9
5/9
5/9
5/10
5/8
5/11
5/9
5/8
5/9
5/12

5/11
5/10
5/11
5/11
5/14
5/29
5/14
5/14
5/10
5/11
6/4

5/8
5/8
5/8
5/8
5/9

5/9
5/30
5/9
5/9
5/10

5/9

5/30

5/9
5/9
5/8

5/30
5/30
5/29

5/3~

01/11/91
14:24:40

REQUIRED:
372,178
95%
357,570
110%
409,396

CURRENT STATUS
552,369
148.4%
OF REQUIRED
58.9%
OF RAW

Office of the Secretary of State

1230 J Street

\1arch Fang Eu

Sacramento, California 95814

...

December 11, 1989

ELECTIONS DIVISION
(916) 445-0820
For Hearing and Speech Impaired
Only:
(800) 833-8683

,

Mr. Bob Mulholland
1814 Broadway Street
Chico, California 95928
Dear Mr. Mulholland:
RE:

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. PUBLIC HEALTH. BONDS. INITIATIVE STATUTE.

Please note on the Circulating and Filing Schedule for the above
initiative the note to the proponent should read as follows:
+

NOTE TO PROPONENTS WHO WISH TO QUALIFY FOR THE NOVEMBER 6,
1990 GENERAL ELECTION: The law allows approximately 107 days
for county election officials to check and report petition
signatures and transmit results. The law also requires that
process be completed 131 days before the election in which
the people will vote on the initiative. It is possible that
the county may not need preCisely 107 days. However, if you
want to be sure that this initiative qualifies for the
November 6, 1990 General Election, you should file this petition with the county before March 23, 1990.

Sincerely,

a·~ ~-/~~
CAREN DANIELS-MEADE
Chief, Elections Division
CDM/l/da

Office of the Secretary of State

1230 J Street

March Fong Eu

Sacramento. California 95814

ELECTIONS DIVISION
(916) 445-0820
For Hearing and Speech Impaired
Only:
(800) 833-8683

December

11~

1989

Mr. Albert H. Meyerhoff
c/o National Resource Defense Council
90 New·Montgomery Street, Suite 620
San Francisco, California 94105
Dear Mr. Meyerhoff:
RE:

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. PUBLIC HEALTH. BONDS. INITIATIVE STATUTE.

Please note on the Circulating and Filing Schedule for the above
initiative the note to the proponent should read as follows:
+

NOTE TO PROPONENTS WHO WISH TO QUALIFY FOR THE NOVEMBER 6,
1990 GENERAL ELECTION: The law allows approximately 107 days
for county election officials to check and report petition
signatures and transmit results. The law also requires that
process be completed 131 days before the election in which
the people will vote on the initiative. It is possible that
the county may not need precisely 107 days. Bowever, if you
want to be sure that this initiative qualifies for the
November 6, 1990 General Election, you should file this petition with the county before March 23, 1990.

Sincerely,

t/J.

lC.J,-

Lk.l..u"-6-) L)e4.d.c-.

CAREN DANIELS-MEADE
Chief, Elections Division
CDM/I/da

\.

Office of the Secretary of State

1230 J Street

March Fong Eu

Sacramento, California 95814

ELECTIONS DIVISION
(916) 445-0820
For Hearing and Speech Impaired
Only:
(800) 833-8683

December 11, 1989

Mr. Lloyd Connelly
4525 "T" Street
Sacramento, California

95819

Dear Mr. Connelly:
RE:

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. PUBLIC HEALTH. BONDS. INITIATIVE STATUTE.

Please note on the Circulating and Filing Schedule for the above
initiative the note to the proponent should read as follows:
+

NOTE TO PROPONENTS WHO WISH TO QUALIFY FOR THE NOVEMBER 6,
1990 GENERAL ELECTION: The law allows approximately 107 days
for county election officials to check and report petition
signatures and transmit results. The law also requires that
process be completed 131 days before the election in which
the people will vote on the initiative. It is possible that
the county may not need precisely 107 days. However, if you
want to be sure that this initiative qualifies for the
November 6, 1990 General Election, you should file this petition with the county before March 23, 1990.

Sincerely,

Lj().~ L~~u.~-)~
CAREN DANIELS-MEADE
Chief, Elections Division
CDM/I/da

Office of the Secretary of State

1230 J Street

March Fong Eu

Sacramento, California 95814

ELECTIONS DIVISION
(916) 445-0820
. For Hearing and Speech Impaired
Only:
(800) 833-8683

December 11, 1989

Mr. Michael Picker
2700 "H" Street
Sacramento, California

95816

Dear Mr. Picker:
RE:

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. PUBLIC HEALTH. BONDS. INITIATIVE STATUTE.

Please note on the Circulating and Filing Schedule for the above
initiative the note to the proponent should read as follows:
+

NOTE TO PROPONENTS WHO WISH TO QUALIFY FOR THE NOVEMBER 6,
1990 GENERAL ELECTION: The law allows approximately 107 days
for county election officials to check and report petition
signatures and transmit results. The law also requires that
process be completed 131 days before the election in which
the people will vote on the initiative. It is possible that
the county may not need precisely 107 days. However, if you
want to be sure that this initiative qualifies for the
November 6, 1990 General Election, you should file this petition with the county before March 23, 1990.

Sincerely,

CAREN DANIELS-MEADE
Chief, Elections Division
CDM/l/da

Office of the Secretary of State

1230 J Street

March Fong Eu

Sacramento, California 95814

ELECTIONS DIVISION
(916) 445-0820
For Hearing and Speech Impaired
Only:

...

(800) 833-8683

December 11, 1989

\

Mr. Carl Pope
1213 Francisco Street
Berkeley, California 94702
Dear Mr. Pope:
RE:

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. PUBLIC HEALTH. BONDS. INITIATIVE STATUTE.

Please note on the Circulating and Filing Schedule for the above
initiative the note to the proponent should read as follows:
+

NOTE TO PROPONENTS ~~O WISH TO QUALIFY FOR THE NOVEMBER 6,
1990 GENERAL ELECTION: The law allows approximately 107 days
for county election officials to check and report petition
signatures and transmit results. The law also requires that
process be completed 131 days before the election in which
the people will vote on the initiative. It is possible that
the county may not need precisely 107 days. However, if you
want to be sure that this initiative qualifies for the
November 6, 1990 General Election, you should file this petition with the county before March 23, 1990.

Sincerely,

f.tl1t:r-- ~~.-})~dR-/
CAREN DANIELS-MEADE
Chief, Elections Division
CDM/l/da

Office of the Secretary of State

1230 J Street

March Fong Eo

Sacramento, California 95814

ELECTIONS DIVISION
(916) 445-0820

...

For Hearing and Speech Impaired
Only:
(800) 833-8683

December 11, 1989

The Honorable Tom Hayden
Assembl yman
316 Al ta Avenue
Santa Monica, California

94105

Dear Assemblyman Hayden:
RE:

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. PUBLIC HEALTH. BONDS. INITIATIVE STATUTE.

Please note on the Circulating and Filing Schedule for the above
initiative the note to the proponent should read as follows:
+

NOTE TO PROPONENTS WHO WISH TO QUALIFY FOR THE NOVEMBER 6,
1990 GENERAL ELECTION: The law allows approximately 107 days
for county election officials to check and report petition
signatures and transmit results. The law also requires that
process be completed 131 days before the election in which
the people will vote on the initiative. It is possible that
the county may not need precisely 107 days. However, if you
want to be sure that this initiative qualifies for the
November 6, 1990 General Election, you should file this petition with the county before March 23, 1990.

Sincerely,

{h"L-~

CAREN DANIELS-MEADE
Chief, Elections Division
CDM/l/da

Office of the Secretary of State

1230 J Street

March Fong Eu

Sacramento, California 95814

ELECTIONS DIVISION
(916) 445-0820
For Hearing and Speech Impaired
Only:
(800) 833-8683

December 11, 19S9

The Honorable John Van de Kamp
Attorney General
SOl South San Rafael
Pasadena, California 91105
Dear Attorney General Van de Kamp:
RE:

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. PUBLIC HEALTH. BONDS. INITIATIVE STATUTE.

Please note on the Circulating and Filing Schedule for the above
initiative the note to the proponent should read as follows:
+

NOTE TO PROPONENTS WHO WISH TO QUALIFY FOR THE NOVEMBER 6,
1990 GENERAL ELECTION: The law allows approximately 107 days
for county election officials to check and report petition
signatures and transmit results. The law also requires that
process be completed 131 days before the election in which
the people will vote on the initiative. It is possible that
the county may not need precisely 107 days. However, if you
want to be sure that this initiative qualifies for the
November 6, 1990 General Election, you should file this petition with the county before March 23, 1990.

Sincerely,

~~.~)r~
CAREN DANIELS-MEADE
Chief, Elections Division
CDM/l/da

,
4801. As used in Chapters 5. 6 and 7 of this Part, ·stand of ancient
redwood" means a forested area containing at least six trees per acre of the
species Sequoia sempervirens greater than 32 inches diameter at breast height
or greater than 175 years old.

Article Z
480Z. The Ancient Redwood Forest and Reforestation Fund is
hereby created.
4803. Ca) Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code. all
money deposited in the Ancient Redwood Forest and Reforestation Fund is hereby
continuously appropriated to the Wildlife Conservation Board, without regard
to fiscal years, for (1) acquisition of stands of ancient redwood; (2) for
grants to itself and to other public agencies, public land trusts or
nonprofit organizations, for urban forestry projects, as defined by Section
4799.09, and for their maintenance. or to establish. rehabilitate. maintain
or restore forest lands by reforestation, or for public planting or
maintenance or other appropriate rural forest resource improvement projects;
and (3) for associated administrative costs of the Board or other agency in
carrying out these programs. The Secretary of the Resources Agency may select
a Department within the Resources Agency, other than the Wildlife Conservation
Board, to administer the program established by subparagraph (2).

(b) No later than August 15, 1991, the Wildlife Conservation
Board shall establish, after public hearing, a priority list of
stands of ancient redwood which should be acquired by the
State of California. In establishing that list. the Board shall consider,
but not be limited to, whether the possible acquisition is threatened by
logging, would preserve an undisturbed stand of ancient redwood, provide a
representative example of the coastal redwood forest which previously existed,
provide critical habitat to plants and animals, provide opportunities for
public access, and whether it could be effectively managed to preserve its
values. The Board shall give highest priority to acquisition of the largest
remaining stands of ancient redwood (measured alone or in conjunction with
other contiguous acquisitions) never previously subject to timber .ha"rvesting.
As promptly as feasible after the establishment of the priority
list, but no later than November 7, 1991. the Board shall begin acquisition
of the stands of ancient redwood, with an aggregate market
value of two hundred million dollars ($200,000,000), by entering into
binding agreements for purchase or by initiating condemnation proceedings.
Upon acquisition, the stands shall be managed in perpetuity to preserve
their integrity and value as ancient redwood forest, free from logging, and
the Secretary of the Resources Agency may desiKnated such stands as
ecological preserves within the meaning of Section 1580 of the Fish and Game
Code, notwithstanding the provisions of Section 1582.

V

(c) Where the owner of a stand of ancient redwood designated for
acquisition is unwilling to sell voluntarily, the Board shall utilize the
eminent domain authority of the State of California to acquire the property
by eminent. domain. In any case where the scand of ancient. redwood designat.ed
for acquisition is threatened by logging, and where the· owner is unwilling to
sell voluntarily, the Board shall utilize the procedures for possession prior
20

~.
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lIO(~ry IIlIlfllU.llhat no exposed worI.. wi! wiler ~ 01 herrbflrr
funcIionoI oopociry. rrwrming lilalfme occ"ctionol.xpa!Ift •• W IrNek. ""
smdord 0/ general al1Picobilit( sllaU be adopl8d by .egoIrrioo.
26m. The OWtCltr shaM 'equQ . .iranI! 10 SIIImI al doni neclSlllY to
potfoon bis III her dolie!. iocUling (olifornia ... (ondilioo dalll, onrIlfIoIIlIII'III
rxcl\! 111 aU opptKable dalli. inclJding pe\liIide use .ecord! moiIlaNd by me
1leporImor1' ri. Food and ~ture III OlJftry ogriruItumI cmrmi5!ioner5.
26952. No peslicirfe may iii regislared. or ""!Iis1Wld, by tile Don 01
FaorI and igritllhll.e,
\tie di"'lar Ii Heolm SeNicOl has detttminerf thor tile
pesticile cornples wid! nile 11vftaI1ht EI1Vira1menIaII'roracIioo Act 011990.
26953. (a) Ir1ir:It I (tornmoncintwimSeclioo6100lolGmup301
SulxmplBr 3 ri. Chop,", 6 oIlii1e 3 01 me Cnlilom.. CorIo 01 Regu\olionl .... be
deemed adopted lIS lranrm.rk by till Oct\lflOlioooI SGItty and Hlallt.. SI1Indrrrds
Boord. The IlooId shaI ,..... sudllnlrdatds by Ja-.ory I. 1992,111 canbm III the
.......~ ri. m;, COOp••
(b) lb. Slandrmls BoonI, bosed 00 ,ecommendalionl hom Iftt Dirm. shoW
oDIpl.egtJolion! whi<h.9JIIp!IIBd by dear .nd 'IJIWincillJ eooidooce. ,hal:
(I) For eodt crop ill mil Slott, lJOSU,be ~nIirIt periods. ofIBr pestitid.
applarriom III. worksitt. dririIq wlH<h !he tntry 01..,.,.... i! prohibilotJ. wIidI
periacIs wil ~..ent me"-t aI beohh or hlKlioooI mpacit( oIworI.lI1;
III RequuI po!nllJ 01 wnltlft naMlI5lftot_ pwM 111_ enloring
peslXilt IIeoI8d areD! during sud! periack, wlH<h womingI shall be ill od6IioIIto
any ,/h" womings required by low;
(3l iequiI. county ogOCuIturoI tommissiontn III . - .1 po.licido UII
.ecords for a period 01 lime wfficientla tlGlualll thrOll~ heahh offe<l'l 01 111\l0III1;
IIIId
(41 Ptorac.1ftt heollft ond ItmctioooI ca(lIICily 01 work", and prMIIIrr
rW., ,,»-e. 05)m0!0ll in SecIlQn 16950.
(e) Aher JalUlry I, 1991, unle" Q 'egi,lnJnt dornomlrlll8s thor 0 shorIBr
~m. period is saft,lhe minimum pe!iod lor rolicily (allg«y I is 12 haoirI;
b(ol1tJGlV H, 4811cus; fllICaIeqOlyIlI. 24 I1our!;onrIforposlicides"''''
'ier.~ 26901 or 26903.1 rim, or.tt.. g....it qIIOI1IIIIi1e periods thor Iftt
a....\ '" ,,,,,,Ionon. determines. bo..don dear GIld corwincing 8'<idInc,1IIId m.
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We hereby further find and declare:
~.

1) Each year, millions of pounds of pesticides are used in
California. and eventually contaminate the food chain. drinking water supply,
ocean. air, soil and ecosystem. Many of these pesticides pose clear hazards to
human life and health.
2) Our children are more vulnerable than adults to the toxic effects of
pesticides because of their immature physiological systems and special
susceptibility to cancer-causing substances.
3) Neither the state nor federal government has adequately protected
the People of the State of California from hazardous pesticides, in the food
chain, in the fields, and elsewhere in the environment, placing adults and
especially children in serious jeopardy. As a result of this governmental
failure, consumers and agricultural workers are e~posed daily through work
and food to hazardous pesticides.
4) The public health and environment will be best protected by
the regulatory measures set forth in this Act, by conferring responsibility
on the California Department of Health Services to control the use of
pesticides, and by providing State funds for the development of safe
alternatives while phasing out cancer causing and other hazardous pesticides.
We also further find and declare:
1) As a result of California's rapid economic and population growth, the
People of the State consume vast amounts of fossil fuels and other chemical
substances through transportation, heating and cooling, manufacturing, and in
the production of electricity. That consumption creates tens of millions of
tons of waste gases and pollutants evory year, including carbon dioxide from
combustion of fossil fuels, chloroflurocarbons and halons from industry, and ~.
nitrous oxides from motor vehicles.-=
~
2) There is increasing and substantial scientific evidence that global
temperatures are gradually being raised by the cumulative effect of the
emissions of these gases released into the atmosphere by human and industrial
activity.
3) In addition to the emissions of these gases, global warming is increased
by the depletion of our forests and urban trees. Between 1977 and 1986 alone p
California lost over 700,000 acres of its forests to agricultural use and urban
expansion.
4) California's old growth redwoods are an irreplaceable national and
international resource, but exist only as a fragment of an ancient temperate
rain forest ecosystem which once comprised approximately 2 million acres. Their
continued destruction contributes to the loss of our forests and to
global warming, and their cutting and harvesting, especially through clear
cutting, contributes to erosion, pollution of water courses, and destruction
of fishery and animal resources. Because of their extremely high biomass per
acre, p=aservation of ancient redwood st~nds is significant in countaracting
global warming. and provides an example of the actions that should be taken on
a global scale.
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SKTION 1. Short fllle
11iI Ad sI10II be kOOM1 05 the EnvitonmenlUl Proleclion Ad al1990.

TlnElWO
SKTION 2. Findings and Dedarations
We, the feo\lIe aI the Stale aI California, do fond and declm:
l Our health, naIIIIII _ _1and ~5ty allife are threalened by
ci1emioJl pollution III the lood wIIidt nourishes uS, the or we breathe and QUf ocean
WIllett.
.-B. These enviranmenlUi problems arise from a camman CIIU5I, QUf production
aI and .-.1III1a1ic chemiaJk iI aI Q!4I8dS allf1e «DIIIIII\'.
C. These problems are • issues ~ solutions. _. 0.. Stale and
federal gMIIIIIIeIIts '-1aHd 10 rescM them, and have naI adequately proIeCIed
011" health and environment. The publCs ius! has been canpumised by speea
illlIlIII. and public contodenl:e has been _kened by gcMIIIIIIfII's lobe Ia ad.
H~ IhertIafe necessary 10 ad by WIIf aI i1iIiaIive Ia make the necessary changes iI
law.
We hereby hrther lind and declare:
11 Each year, miIions aI pounds of pesticides are used iI Califomil, and
eventualy cantaminale the load (hain, drinking wafll supply, ocean, ai, sail and
«asysIIm. Many allf1ese pesticides pose clear halords 10 human life and health.
2) Our- children ore mare vulnerable than arluhs 10 the lallic eIfem of
peslkides beaJuIe allheir irr1rnahn physioIogilai systems and specirI susceptblily
Ia cancer-carrsing substances..
3) Neither the sIoIe nor federal governmenl has adequaItIy prolected the
People Ii the Slole aI Coifamia !ram hazardous peslkides, in the lood chain, in !be
lieIds, and elsewhere ilthe environment, pIcKing adults Ond especialy children in
serious jeopardy. As a result aI this gowerrrmentalluiure, consumers and ag~
workm are exposed daiy drrough work and food Ia halardous pesIicir/es.
4) The pul{K health and IlNiarlment w~ be best proIecIId by If1e regUalary
_.5IIIorth in this Ad, by conferring responsb'ily on the (aIIlomil
DeparlrMftl of Health SeMes Ia contrul !be UlI aI pesticides. and by providing
Slate hnIs lor !be development aI !Gfe aItemotives while phasing aut cancer
cllUling and ather ha/Ordous peslkides.
We also further lind and deckJre:
1) As a result aI Cahnia's rapid tKIIOOIIIic and population growth, !be
People Ii the Slale consume vast arnaunIs aI fossa IueIs and ather dlemical
substarns tbrough hansparlalian, healing and cooling, maoolaruing, and iI !be
prarluaian aI electricity. That c~ ueateS lens aI miGar& allons of wasil
gases and poikrtants MIY year, i"KkIding cOlbon dioxide !tarn combustion of fossa
fuels, diaraIIuorocarbons and haIans !tarn industry, and nillarrs oxides !tarn motor

¥tbides. - - -

2) There is i"Kreasing and substantial stienlif( evidence that glabrrl
lempetNes are graOOaIIy being nised by the tvnIIIatiwe eRect Ii If1e ernissiarIs rrI
tbese gases released illD !be alma5jlhere by human and ~ ot1iviIy.
3) ~ addition 10 the emissiIIJI aI these gases, global warming is irKreasad by
!be depletion of 011" forests and urban bees. Between 1977 and 1986 alane,
Catdomia last aver 700,000 aaes of its forests 10 agricultural UlI and urban
elplllllian.

4) California's aid growth redwoods are an ineplaceable IIIIIianaI and
inlematianal rlSQlf(e, but elist only as afragmenl of an crncierrllemperale rain
lorest ecosystem whilh once comprised II1JIIIOlinlaleIy 2 miIian aae5. Their
canriRUld desInKtion contributes 10 Ihe lass of OIIlarests and 10 global worming,
and their lUlling and harves1ing, especialy tIwaugh clear orIIing. canlriiJures 10
1fGSian, palrtion III wafll _ , and deslruc1ion oflishety and animalle5Qll(es.
Bec:1JUlI of their extremely high biomass per DUI, preservation Ii crncienl redwood
stands is sigmnt in caunteracling global wrmning. and provides an uumpIe rrI the
IKIions that should be taken on a global stale.
5) There is aka i"Kreasing and IUbstantial stienriflC evidence that chemical
subslances are contributing 10 the destnrcIion of !be stratospheric DIone layer which
shields the eorth's surloce Iram dangerous solar radiation. The lantinued deslrudian
althe 1l/OIII layer could result in enarrnous increases in skin CarKlI cases, deueasad
yields of load crops, and odverseIy affect !be health and welfare allf1e Peaple 01 !be
Slole aI Calaornia.
6) • tbese emissions cantinue unabaled, and i !be lass aI bees in !be Stole
10ntinues, global wo,ming lould ' - substanrial adverse irnpocIs on the Stale,
indud"rng a reduction in warer deWeries lrom the SlOle Waler PmjecIIo agricultural
and urbon oreos, an elpcll15ian of 'ion Froncista Bay lOused by rising ocean levels,
decreased CRIP yields due 10 higher IlfRperolUr85 and lower pr~lotion, increased
terrrpemllrres, and i"Kreased energy usage Ia 1001 residenr:es and workplac:es.
1) As a resuh, Ihe People 0I1he Slale 01 (alifornia decbt thai 1he Slole
IIMt_ the steps destOOed in this Ad 10 reduce Iolil conlDnirulion of 011 air, 10
reduce its erniuian of wasIt gases which wann lhealrnOSjlhere, 10 reduce and
eliminate its \lSI of lhemicak which desllOy Ihe snotospheric a/Qllt layer, and Ia
proIect and restore ttees in Ihe stole.
FiIaIIy, We &nd and declare:
1) Over one milian banels aI oil are irnparIed ilia (a&Iarnia m day by oil
IDnm and !tarn allshare iii platforms. In arIdiIion, lunent law permits oil
dMIapment in sIDle wafm within !flltl rnies Ii If1e Slole's beaches and shcns.
2) The nonsparlolion and ooIacrcMg Ii this ar1lrorn oiIl1ri.lIS 10 share
fdlies, and lrom aIkhore ail praGrclion platforms in both sIoIe and lederol wallIS,
seriously threalel15lhe Stale's fishery resourles, the marine load chain, IIIOStiine
and beod1es with oil pollution in Ihe evenl of an ail spill.

4) In adiiIion, past llUlicipal, industrial and agricultural discharges ina If1e
Slole's bay, eslUarine and ocean waters, d"rstharges ilia waters that flow
walers, urlxrn storm runoff, dredging actMlies, and pastiegal and legal ~ aI
Ioli! wasles, ' - all had a serious adverse effecl on the rnariIe environment, ocean
resources and water quatrly and therefore on pOOIic heoIIb and Kiely.
5) Tali! substances carrtnre 10 pah !be ocean enviranmenI, frshery
resourtes, and Ihe marine load chain.
6) Therefore, Ihe People allf1e SIoIt Ii (aIiIom;o declare that !be Stale mrs!
toke !be Gdians idrded in this Ad, in order Ia prolect If1e cpJIiIy aI QUf marine boy,
eslUarinl and lXean wolett.
Aaonlingly, WI, !be People of the S. Ii California, do hllliIy enod!be
Environmenlllll'rulecliarr Act al1990, 10 sdeguard Iht People frrrn IIIxiI:
Ianlaminrrlian Irr dlemic:aI prri50ns illf1e food suppIt, 10 reduce chenicaI pabon.
which contributes 10 global wanning and drJerian 0I1f1e OIone layer, 10 proIed and
increase If1e rurrber of nIlS in !be SIoII IIriy decreasing If1e prodrrdian aI
chernilak and WIlSIe gases which conbibute 10 global warming and rIepIeIion rrllht
alone layer, and 10 prolect Caifomia's marine resauKes and cOGSI&ne ftarn ar1 spIs
and!JOllutianbylOliccherniaJIs.
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SEmoN 3. (hapIer 9 is added 10 DMsiIn 21 althe Health and Safety (ode,
Ioread:
Oqder 9. Food Safely and Pesticides
Article I
26901. (0) The regisnolion of any pesticide containing IIII1C1ive ingredient
k_ 10 cause ccrncer or reproductive harm. which is registered far use III food or
for whKh a toIerallle exists as III !be elf. ~e 0I1his OIoplei, shal be larrctled
and applicable roieronles revoked by Jarury I, 1996.
Ib) The registration aI any pesticide containing IIII1C1ive ingredient, registered
for use on foad. or lor which a taieronle elills, which is deiermined aItef !be
effective dole Ii this (hopter ta cause Cancll or reproductive harm. shal be ClllKtIed
and appliloble ta1erances revoked an or before live yerm !tarn !be dale of the
delermination.
Ie) No pesticide canlDining an active ingred"oenI known 10 couse CarKlI ar
reprarluctive harm may be regisllled, or any tolerance adapted, for any new use an
load oftll the effective dale of !his Chapler.
Id) No pesticide for wIIidt If1e health effec:lS studies required by S«Iion
131231d oflhe Food and Agriruhurul (ode ore missing or inadequate shaH be
registered for any new use on load.
26902. (0) NalWiths10nding Section 26901 (a) and !h), !be Oirec:tor aI
Health Services may, by 1IQIAaIion, extend .. regislrolian and taIerance aI a
peslkide subject thereto for a period nullO elleed !lvee yerm, 1 the regisIranI
dernons1nrIes lar each use aI!be pesticide for which an extension is sought:
(1) (ancelation allf1e pesticide ~ couse _ . «anomie hardship 10 Ihe
slate's agriarIIuraI industry; and
(2) No known ahernaliwe pest cantral or management prGdiIe can be used
ellectively;and
(3) The talerallle adapred meets If1e requirernenls of this (hopter, inWIing
Sections 26905 and 26906; and
(4) The quonrily aI!be peslKide used ilthis slate has been reduced by at
least an average all D% per rear om If1e live yeor period !tarn base period use in
this Stale.
Ib) Aslalernenl as 10 Ihe basis upon wIIidt If1e proposed regUalion is then
predicated, and the record Ihtn lMIiIoble 10 Ihe Oireclor shaI be mode availaIIIe
when notice is issued pursuanllo Government (ode S«Iion 11346.5.
(d During any extension arrlharized fUSUOnt to suhriwisiort (0):
II) The pesticide shall be a res1ricIed rnaIeriof, subject 10 S«Iion 14006.5 aI
!be Food and Agr~ (ode; and
(2) The IJi"ecIar shall restrict uses and revoke toIemrKes allht pesticide as
necessary in order to reduce !be quanrily d the pesticide used each ytOI by GIl
average of an addiIionaIl If.; per year O¥II !be extension period !tarn the base
period use in this slole.
Article 2
26903. la) The regis1rant of any higI halard pesticide registered lor use an
lood, ar any person an whose bellaK a tolerance has been estafIfished, may, before
November 7, 1994, peIiIion Ihe Direclor p&ISUOIIllo Government (ode S«Iion
11347 far a delermination drat the pesticide does nul CIIU5I ccrncer. The registrant
of any peslir:ide reg~lered for use on lood wIIidt is idenlifoed aItef !be efflldive date
allIIis Chapter as a high hazard pesticide, II any person on wbose behalf a
lolerance for such pesticide has been estabEshed. may peIiIion If1e Drec:tor within
four yeor5 alter If1e idenlif(aIion for a delerminalian thatlf1e pesticide does nul
IOUS8 lalller.
!h) Upon Iht filing of any such peIiI1In, !be Dreclor shaI determine, in
occardonce with the storrdanls althis (haprer and based III ~ and ..,,,
stienlifi! clalD, whether ahas been dernansnoted that !be pesticide is nul k~ 10
(DUst (aRler. The criIericr lor this determincrian shaI be _
utirzed for
dassitKaIian aI a peslir:ide known 10 couse _ as spectre&! iI Sertian 26914(D
(1).

Ie) H!be Director does not adapt a regulation gronling a peIiIian filed
pursuanllo saiJMian (a) within one year alter filing, or a peIiIian has nul been
Ii1erI reganing a high hazard pesticide pul!l8lllo subdivision (a), !be pesticide shaH
be knawnlD CIIU5I cancll within If1e meaning of this Orapie', and shal be sOOject 10
Section 26901 (b) ~ !be pesticide is higb~ hazardous due 10 its IKIive ingredient, or
shaH be subject 10 Sec1ian 26904(0) Kthe pesticide is highly halardous because Ii

or reprarirctive harm """ be '....001. lICK may. - . be ..- . roo.
new UlI on food. !1isIiIJ regisltulians for use on food of a pesticide (onraining 011
inert ingredient known III couse cancer or repraducrive harm shall be ClllKeRed and
app&cable lolerances revoked within IWa yetlr5 of !be eIfemwe doll althis Chattier,
or lor those subsequenrI, determined 10 couse COIKII or reproductive Irrrrrn, within
IWa years of such ~ rfettminanan.
!h) The Ilirec1ar shaI nul perrriI !be use of any inert ingredient in !be
Iarndatian of a pesticide registered for UlI an load urW the inert ingreclient
presents no signiIicant risk.
ArIida 3
. 26905. (0) Far any pesIicide regislered for use an food. !be DirecIor simi
Muall If1e tolerance fWtSOibed ar ,~ !tarn !aIenrnce, or any ather SIDnIbd
perrrirtiIg peslilide residues allf1e IIdive ingrechnt ilfood, to determine wheIher
!be tolerance, ufn1llion or sIondanI complies with !be SIandards speciIied by this
(hopfer, i"K1uOOg !be srandard speciIied by Sec:Iion 26906. Such evaluations !hal
be campIeIed: (]) lor pesticiIes subject III SecIion 2£901, by January I, 1993;
(2) for higll hazard pesticides, by Jrrrury I, 1995; and (3) for aU ather pesIkides,
by Janrary I, 1997•• the data are insufficient for this determinoIian. the 0irecIar
shaI require !be regisIrrrnI II subrrit arkiIiirraI data as deemed necessary by !be
Direc:tor, but in no case shallf1e dales herein be Ixtended.
!h) ~,ptlSUanllII!be ewrIualion, Ihe Ilirec:tor detwmines that the pesticide
resOrt leMs 10 meelthe requi~ aI S«Iion 269D6,1ht Oiec:tor shaI. within
one yeDllhereolter, revoke or revise !be applicable 1DIerance, exemption, II
storrdard, by regulation,lo meel such lIIjIIirements. KIhe .equirernents aI Sertian
26906 cannat be mel within !be IirIe alowed in this Sec:tian, !be Din shall
es10bIish a zerD 1IIIermu.
(d Na pesticide shal be registered lor a new use III food wilharrl the
eslDbishrnent aI a toIeoance in occordonce with Ibis Secrian or Secfian 2690&.
(d) Tolerances shaD be esIob&shed based on the IDIIII risk aI !be adiit
ingredient conruined in the pesticide, iIduOOg its rnetaho&Ies. canlarninanls and
degradation products, Ixrt llduding inert ingredients.
26906. (a) Apesticide resilue may be permiIIed in lood only ~ Ris
dernansnoled that !be peslkide residrre prts8nIS no s9ifimnt risk 10 human health,
iadrcIiIg !be health aI idenriliable pocUatiorr IJlIJUIIS !tJarIiarIarIy mants and
dwlren) with special food consumption paIIerIIS. The Director shaR adapt
apprupriaIe lolerances far oR peslkides used III food that met! this requiremInt. fa
selling Ialeranc:es, Ihe orec:tor shaI gift opproprioIe cansidenrIion 10 the • WIIfS
in wIIidt !be consumer may be affected by the same pesticide or by related
substances thai ore poi!onarrs or deleterious.
Ib) For IMJIDSe5 of this Chapter, the term "no signiIicant risk" means: III for
pesticides thai Ole kOOM1 CIIKirrogens or highly hazardous. !be left! at which !be
resOrt will nat cause or canbibut. 10 a risIr. of Iunan canter in the ezposed
population which llIeeds a rate of one in a million,utizing the most llIIISIMIIi¥e
risk assessmenl model that is generaIy occepted 10 be sIirIntiIimIIy valid, and which
IQIIIIIiies with !be crileria of Sec:tian 12703(0) aI fllle 22 aI!be (alKarnir (ode aI
Reguiarions. The storidard speeifre&! in this subparagroph shaI also apfliy
adverse human health effeen aI any peslKide as 10 wIidr tbere is no generaIy
occepled stienlifically wIid threshold below which expa!IQ is sale; and (2) for oR
peslkides nol subject 10 subparagraph (]), !be !eve! at which the pesticide resOrt
waf nat cause or carrtrDrte 10 any known or potential adverse human health eRecIs,
irdrIing an ample rrugin aI safely. Amargin aI safely is nul ample unless Iunon
UpGSII'e per unit of body measurement is at least 1000 limes less than Ihe no
observable eRect level in animals or Iunarrs on which !be pesticide residue was
tested. uceplthat!be IJirecIoI may determine that a _ margin of safely is
arnpIe, but in no Mllllawll than 100 limes If1e no abserwble effect IMI. and only
lthere is complete and reliable eqlOSlll and IIliliIy data.
26907. No later than 3D days alter If1e Director issues a proposed regumIian
revising a taIeronce for a lood use peslKide, !be regisInrnt or any person an whose
behal a lolerance has been eslo~ shall subrrit daID III If1e Direclor and the
Director of Foad and Agriarlture demanslroling the appropriate lIIIIIirrIrm apptrcalion
roles and prehaNesl iIIervoIs I18(e5stny 10 assure that no talerarKe is uceedecl. and
that no worker willIiIer impairmenl 01 heaHh or funcIionaI capoc:iIy within Ihe
meaning of Sec1ian 26950.
26908. The oreclar shall nat grant any new tolerance, and shaI nat CIIIIIiIre,
re'Iise or renew an Ilisting tolerance beyond January I, 1997, unless !be registrant,
or aperson an whose behaW a lolerance has been established, demonstroleS that
there are proclical anaItIicof methods lMIilabie 10 marriIar !be residues aI pesticide in
load. whid! methods COR reliably, routinely, and efficiently ~nlify !be level of the
resOrt with sensilivily sullicientlo enforce all applKabie taIeronces.
26909. The Iuden of proof shaI, at oR times, be anlf1e regishantillhe
person on whose behaI a lolerance has been esloblished 10 demonsbale that UlI aI
a pesIkide conforms ID !be requirements of fllle Ilree aI !be Erwironrnental
Praleclion Act of 1990.
26910. In order 10 prolllCl!be health of !be People 0I1ht 51011 of (alilarnia,
foad produced arrtside aI this stull, fore91 or darnesIk. which contains a residue aI a
pesticide which has been lOIKeIed or cannot be registered in this sIIrIe becouse aI
Sections 26901 0126903, II whiIh is in IItm of Ihe ornarrnt permilled by
Sections 26905 and 26906, is aduIIerated and unsafe.
ArIide 4
26911. (0) NaIYriIhsIarQng any ather provision allow, e/fet1ive lIAr I,
1991, 01 aI!be falawing functions, auIhariIy, and nrspor15ibi1i1ies are norrsferred
!tarn the Ilepric\menI rJ. Food and AgOOrhurt 10 !be ilIprJrIment of Health Services:
II) Evaluation rilf1e heaHh risks of peslilide elpGSUle in foad. or, water, !be
workplace and !be envionment,
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Melissa Warren

EU REPORTS ENVIRONMENTAL BOND INITIATIVE NOW IN CIRCULATION
SACRAMENTO -

An initiative measure relating to public health and the natural

environment and funding for environmental research and forestry projects has
been cleared to begin circulating, Secretary of State March Fong Eu announced
today (Nov. 29).
Proponents of the measure are State Attorney General John Van de Kamp;
Assemblymen Lloyd Connelly, D-Sacramento; Assemblyman Tom Hayden, D-Santa
Monica; Albert H. Meyerhoff of the National Resource Defense Council in San
Francisco; Michael Picker of Sacramento; Carl Pope of Berkeley; and Bob
Mulholland of Chico.

They must submit 372,178 valid signatures of registered

voters to county elections officials by Apr. 27, 1990, the legal 150-day
deadline.

However, should they wish to place the measure on the Nov. 6, 1990

general election ballot, they are encouraged to submit signatures by Mar. 23 in
order to allow sufficient time for the full signature verification process,
should it be necessary.
Officially titled "Natural Environment. Public Health. Bonds," the measure
would require regulation of pesticide to ensure food and agricultural worker
safety, phasing out the use on food of pesticides known to cause cancer or
reproductive harm, or chemicals thought to deplete ozone.

It would require a

reduction in the emissions of gases that contribute to global warming, limit gas
and oil extractions within bay, estuarine and ocean waters, and require oil
(over)
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spill prevention and contingency plans.

It would establish the office of

Environmental Advocate to be elected "in the same manner as the Governor" to
implement the measure and to enforce "all the laws of the State of California
rela ting to environmental protection and public health."

Further, it would

appropriate $40 million for environmental research and authorize the sale of
$300 million in general obligation bonds for ancient redwoods acquisition and
forestry projects.
proponent Mulholland, spokesman for the group, can be reached at (916)
447-8950.
Eu also announced the failure of two measures, "Election Dates" and "School
Prayer," to qualify for the ballot.

Four measures are currently in the

signature counting and verification process.

They are:

"Split Roll Property

Taxes," "Criminal Law," "Rail Transportation. Bond Act," and "Wildlife
Protection."

Thirteen measures, including today's, remain in circulation.

A copy of initiative's circulation calendar and title and summary is
attached.

The full text, consisting of 39 pages, is available upon request from

the secretary of state's elections division, 1230 J St., Rm. 232, Sacramento
95814, telephone (916) 445-0820.
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ENVIRONMENTAL BOND INITIATIVE QUALIFIES
FOR NOVEMBER BALLOT REPORTS EU

SACRAMENTO -

California Secretary of State March Fong Eu announced today

(May 31) that the "Natural Environment. Public Health. Bonds" initiative,
referred to as the "Big Green" initiative, has received sufficient signatures
to be placed before the voters at the November 6, 1990 general election.
Proponents of the measure submitted 771,149 signatures to county elections
officials for verification.

Random sample reports from 54 counties indicate

that 478,409 signatures are deemed valid, well in excess of number required
using the random method.
Sponsored by a coalition of government officials and leaders of environmental
groups, the measure would require regulation of pesticides, a reduction in the
emissions of gases that contribute to global warming, limitation on gas and oil
extractions within bay, estuarine and ocean waters, and require oil spill prevention and contingency plans.
This is the first measure to reach the November ballot via the initiative
process.

It joins ACA 29, Res. Ch. 6/90, Leslie, relating to public finance,

which qualified in March.
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480. NATURAL ENVIRON.-S
1. ALAMEDA
2. ALPINE
3.

AMADOR

4.

BUTTE
CALAVERAS
COLUSA
CONTRA COSTA
DEL NORTE
EL DORADO
FRESNO
GLENN
HUMBOLDT
IMPERIAL
INYO
KERN
KINGS
LAKE
LASSEN
LOS ANGELES
MADERA
MARIN
MARIPOSA
MENDOCINO
MERCED
MODOC
HONO
MONTEREY
NAPA
NEVADA
ORANGE
PLACER
PLUMAS
RIVERSIDE
SACRAMENTO
SAN BEN ITO
SAN BERNARDINO
SAN DIEGO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN JOAQUIN
SAN LUIS OBISPO
SAN MATEO
SANTA BARBARA
SANTA CLARA
SANTA CRUZ -PH
SHASTA
SIERRA
SISKIYOU
SOLANO
SONOMA
STANISLAUS
SUTTER
TEHAMA
TRINITY
TULARE
TUOLUMNE
VENTURA
YOLO
'fUBA

S.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

36.
37.
38.
39.

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

RANDOM SAMPLE
3,275
5
5
149
149
SOD
6,038
243
243
22
22
1,550
30,990
103
103
500
4,375
500
3,197
49
49
SOD
7,496
276
276
158
158
11,127
556

RAW COUNT
65,511

3n

3n

196

196
165
11,836
157
1,031
87

165

236,730
157
20,625
87
1,546
2n
16

57
3,997
2,965
1,297
29,010
3,710
121
8,354
40,976
211
14,729
43,618
54,431
2,835
3,250
29,691
17,4n
71 ,320
13,243

1,591
13
482

3,2n
13,447
1,118
224
244

159
638
438
8,045
10,079
187
TOTAL

n1,149

SOD
2n
16

SOD
500

SOD
1,451
500
121
500

2,049
211
736
2,181
500
500
1,485
874
3,566
662
500
13
482
500
672
500
224
244

VALID SIGS. NOT SUFF. DUP. PROJECTED VALID
2,709
566 17
47,727
a a
5
5
119
30
3
119
351
149
2
3,971
170
73
4
170
20
2
0
20
1,264
286 11
21,100
76
27
0
76
404
96
1
3,467
403
97
0
2,5n
16
0
33
33
410
90
3
5,517
60
2
216
216
120
38
3
120
166
3
6,660
390
289
88
0
289
37
5
159
159
137
28
5
137
3,796 30
149,406
8,040
144
144
13
841
190 11
12,640
14
1
73
73
447
53
9
1,324
199
78
8
199
10
6
10
385
414
409
1,138
383
104
404
1,595
152
534
1,727
403
364
1,197

65.ax

70.0%
90.91
68.1%
73.8%
79.3%
SO.6%
67.3%
73.6%
78.3%
15.9%
59.91
76.7%
81.11
83.01
63.11

2

.2,966

0

2,455
1,028
20,860
2,842
104

91.7%
61.3%
83.9%
85.61
71.8%
62.5%
0.0%
74.2%
82.8%
79.2%
71.9%
76.6%
86.0%

6,488

n.7%
73.2%
72.0%
69.9%
73.1%
0.0%

115
86
91

8

313

5

117

0

17
96
454

1

72.91
100.0%
79.91

S9

5
0

202
454

1
7

30,000
152
10,300
31,880

97

3

2,206

n.8%

136

2

2,897
492

288
239
669
170

3
4
14

2,295
22,800
11,lSO

386

114

0
0

70.6%
76.8%
64.0%
73.8%
74.3%

1,228

n.2%

10
386

3
96

0
14

10
386

76.91

400
535

lOa

a

2,622

137

2

9,940

109

11
4

844
162
182

4

635

391
162

159

140

500
438

404

62
62
19
96

383

55

11

SOD

3n

503
187

386
84

123
117
103

2
3

182

8
0

a

52,620
9,840

140
514
383
5,580
6,590
84

494,839

80.1%

80.0%
73.9%
15.5%
72.3%
74.6%

88.1%
80.6X
87.4%
69.4%

65.4%
44.91

INITIATIVE CHECK LIST
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Phone Notification from AG - Date/Time:
Title of Initiative:

Type of Initiative:
Number of Pages

0q

CA

./
yr
5

t::)().
CA and 5

Number of Proponents

Date and Time Initiative will be ready for pick-up
Initial/Date/Time
1.

dZJ

"/

/1!z1'//9-/Z.'tJO
7 7

/II/zf/ q:1tJ 0551 informs Chief/Assistant Chief
Barbara/Caren and Don day and time inita7
tive will be ready for pick-up.

0551 gives check list to Word Processing
Technician to prepare calendar.

Word Processing Technician prepares and
proofs calendar and log and returns both
to 0551.
0551 proofs calendar and log.
0551 gives final calendar and log to

Elections Analyst.
Elections Analyst reviews and has
Elections Chief sign. Elections Analyst
returns signed calendar to OSSI.
7.

da

8.

da

/ j

I

1ltJ/ <:3: tt-

OSS1 makes copies of initiative calendar
for each proponent.

li;M1l3">.3D - OSS1 attaches copy of Political Reform

I

Act of 1974 Requirements to proponent's
copy of initiative calendar.

i

9.

OZJ /JIit;..3:1-O
I

OSS1 prepares Mail/Freight Request Form.
OSS1 hand carrys Mail/Freight Request
form and initiative calendar for each
proponent (ready for mailing) to Service
an~~I~~'O Initiative calendar sent on
__~J_~~r/~=-7~__ to each proponent.

tDae

(This must be sent to each proponent same
day AG prepares Title and Summary).
10.

LiLj /J~/~.~
I

I.CHKL1ST-12 (09/15/89)

OSSI advises Assistant Chief when initiative calendar is sent to proponent(s).

INITIATIVE CALENDAR CHECK LIST
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11.

/1jI4t ,1\30

cit;

0551 distributes copies of initiative

calendar same day AG prepares Title and
Summary to:

~

Tony
Caren
~Jerry
Barbara

7'

12.

/

0551 distributes copies of initiative

/

ca1e~

V

13.
14.

/

0551 advises Assistant Chief of completion

/

/

0551 makes copies of log and distributes

of above distribution.
as follows:
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

15.

rz..

/I?. /

16.

,2,

/

/7... /

/

/

18.
19.

All CC/ROV
Political Reform (2 copies)
Elections Staff
LA Office via LA Pouch J.R. Schultz (12 copies)
Initiative mailing list
Extra copies for public
distribution
Master copy

/

1.

17.

to:

@

JJr)

Initiative canvass binder
Vi Daniels (Initiative Mailing List)
Joe Samora (Archives)
Oliver Cox
Ini tiati ve Clipboard
Deborah Seil~r (Initiative Mailing)
Cindy Suzuki (Initiative Mailing List)
Kathy Mitchell (Media Office)

Receptionist prepares folder for public
distribution.
Receptionist prepares index cards for each
initiative.
0551 staples Mail/Freight Request form to

back of INITIATIVE CHECK LIST.

/

/

0551 returns completed INITIATIVE CHECK

/

/

Assistant Chief returns check list to
Election Analyst.

I.CHKLIST1-12 (09/15/89)

LIST to Assistant Chief.

ELECTIONS DIVISION
MAIL/FREIGHT REQUEST

J~/Br/ 0:t3tJ

Mail Submitted to Mail Room

IDat~

Request mail to be sent no later than

Time

/J;I~~

---:I)h-:+-:t-e----

MAIL:

~st
CJ
D
D
D

Class

Bulk
CHARGES:

Book Rate
Presort

Amount:

Third Class

Pieces:

FREIGHT:

D
D
D
D
CJ

UPS
Purolator
Greyhound (Next bus out:

No _ _ )

Yes

Air-Freight
Truck Lines

ACTIVITY:

D

Outreach

c=J
c=J

County Mailings (#'s:
Ballot Pamphlet

CJ

Other

~Initiative

(Specify:

--------------------------)
---------------------------)

(Specify: __________________________________ )
Calendar to Proponent(s).

Mail room sent requested mail on

11/Zl3/eBr

----~~/~~/~~-------------

Initial (Service and Supply)
Rev. 09/15/89

I. CHKL IST2 -12

/1-tO
Office of the Secretary of State

1230 J Street

March Fong Eu

Sacramento, California 95814

ELECTIONS DIVISION
(916) 445-0820
For Hearing and Speech Impaired
Only:
(800) 833-8683

TO ALL REGISTRARS OF VOTERS, OR COUNTY CLERKS, AND PROPONENT(S)
Pursuant to Section 3513 of the Elections Code, we transmit herewith a copy
of the Title and Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed
Initiative -Measure entitled: {)t:YrtJrtll
PUb} Ie.. He-L3 l:.rti . t:)ontb
e
n 111tt1Iv'~ ~CJ-riJ-te;::.

C:{lv,>pr.rne:n-r.

r'O

I

Circulating and Filing Schedule
1.

Minimum number of signatures required ••••••••••••••••••••• (372,178)~~;,~e5)
Cal. Const., Art. II, Sec. 8(b).

2.

Official Summary Date •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Elec. C., Sec. 3513.

3.

Petition Sections:

a.

b.

c.

~~~
/~~~~
I

First day Proponent can circulate Sections for
~ _ _ ,/
signatures ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.• 1l/~CJiJ
Elec. C., Sec. 3513.
I
Last day Proponent can circulate and file with
the county. All Sections are to be filed at
. the same time wi thin each
county ••••••••••••••••••.•.••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Elec. c., Secs. 3513, 3520(a).

~

c:::: ~

r

A

-IV

/2. Z1~
6 r

Y({]C1~ I/~
I

Last day for county to determine total number
of signatures affixed to petition and to
~ -1
transmit total to the Secretary of State ••••••••••••••••! ~IL:I~~

~~~/?O
, ~I'Jr

M
th

Proponent(s) files the petition with the county on a date prior to
, the county has five working days from the filing of the petition
d termine the total number of signatures affixed to the petition and to
transmit the total to the Secretary of State.) Elec. C., Se
3520(b).
~h

I

+

Date
holi

Elec. C.,

ec.

PLEASE N01,E: To the Proponent who may wish to qualify for the
~ b~~1?10
i1~~t'1 ~/~) The law allows approximately 107 days for county election
officials to check and report petition signatures and transmit results.
The law also requires that this process be completed 131 days before the
election in which the people will vote on the initiative. It is possible
that the county may not need precisely 107 days. But if~~~/~-be-~Rre
that this initiative qualifies for the (~~~Ll l~
I l(~SMour~'
file this petition with the county before (t1~vch 'j.ZJJ J
.)

(fl.!?

(TITLE)

(TYPE OF INITIATIVE)
(DATE)
Page 2

d.

Secretary of State determines whether the total
number of signatures filed with all county clerks
meets the minimum number of required signatures,
~,,/
~/~~~t)
and notifie!3 the counties ............................. •\....IU()l.'tJ7' ;' *

e.

Last day for county to determine total number of
qualified voters who signed the petition, and to
transmit certificate with a blank copy of the
J
J
I;~/
petition to the Secretary of State.~ ................... r/fJflatJ'jl to

I

a!)
-'/7'

(If the Secretary of State notifies the county
to determine the number of qualified voters WhO~~//.?O
signed the petition on a date other tha~, ~/~1/71
the last day is not later than the fifteenth
working day after the county's receipt of
notification. )
Elec. C., Sec. 3520(d), (e).
f.

If the signature count is more than (409,395)t655,033) or
less than (353,569)(§e5,T1r), then the Secretary of State
certifies the petition has qualified or failed,
and notifies the counties. If the signature count
is between (353,569)(~5,T11~ and (409,395)('55,933)
inclusive, then the Secretary of State notifies the
counties using the random sampling technique to
~ I~__ ~
determine the validity of all signatures ••••••••••••••• I / J()!C?LIa~

g.

Last day for county to determine actual number
of all qualified voters who signed the petition,
and to transmit certificate with a blank copy of
r:::::::..,J....
the petition to the Secretary of State ••••••••••••.•••. ~~)11

I

(If the Secretary of State notifies ~he county to
determine the number of qualified voters who have
.
..
e petition on a date other than
3.e.
, the last day is not later than the
eth working day after county's receipt of
notification. )
Elec. C., Sec. 3521 (b), (c).

7/:z.7/C;O
I

~
h.

Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has
been signed by the number of qualified voters required ~/ • _. ~~_
-;p.t/~
to declare the petition Sufficient......................iJ~-Y.I II ~/ /t/
I

··Date varies based on receipt of county certification.

09/15/89

(TITLE)
(TYPE OF INITIATIVE)
(DATE)
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4.

The ProponentJs~ of the above named measure ",are):
(NAME)
(ADDRESS)
(CITY, STATE ZIP CODE)
(PHONE)

5.

Important Points:
(a)

California law prohibits the use of signatures, names and addresses
gathered on initiative petitions for any purpose other than to qualify
the initiative measure for the ballot. This means that the petitions
cannot be used to create or add to mailing lists or similar lists for
any purpose, including fund raising or requests for support. Any such
misuse constitutes a crime under California law. Elections Code section 29770; Bilofsky v. Deukmejian (1981) 123 Cal.App. 3d 825, 177
Cal.Rptr. 621; 63 Ops. Cal.Atty.Gen. 37 (1980).

(b)

Please refer to Elections Code sections 44,3501,3507,3508,3517, and
3519 for appropriate format and type considerations in printing,
typing, and otherwise preparing your initiative petition for circulation and signatures. Please send us a copy of the petition after
you have it printed. This copy is not for our review or approval, but
to supplement our file in this matter.

(c)

Your attention is directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of
the Political Reform Act of 1974, Government Code section 81000 et seq.

(d)

When writing or calling state or county elections officials, provide
the official title of the initiative which was prepared by the Attorney
General. Use of this title will assist elections officials in
referencing the proper file.

(e)

When a petition is presented to the county elections official for
filing by someone other than the proponent, the required authorization
shall include the name or names of the persons filing the petition.

(f)

When filing the petition with the county elections official, please
provide a blank petition for elections official use.
Sincerely,

....iiHJliiill Sblh8ff"\ <Z..J) M

Assistant to the Secretary of State
Elections and Political Reform

Attachment:

POLITICAL REFORM ACT OF 1974 REQUIREMENTS

